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CONFEDERATED OTOE AND MJSSOURIA INDIANS. 
FEBRUARY 11, 1898.-0rdered to be printed. 
Mr. ALLEN presented the following 
STATEMENT OF THE PROCEEDINGS HERETOFORE HAD IN RELA-
TION TO THE SALE OF THE LANDS OF THE LATE CONFEDER-
ATED OTOE AND MISSOURIA TRIBES OF INDIANS IN THE 
STATES OF KANSAS AND NEBRASKA. 
First. On March 15, 1854, a treaty was entered into between the 
United States and these Indians, by which it was agreed on the part of 
the Indians to cede. all of their lands west of the Missouri River in con-
sideration of receiving the reservation herein mentioned in Kansas and 
Nebraska, consisting of about 162,000 ·acres; the further consideration 
of a payment to them of the sum of $385,000, to he paid them in equal 
installments through a period of forty years; the further sum of $20,000 
for expenses incident to locatiug on their reservation, and the further 
consideration of the erection by the United States of the usual reserva-
tion buildings, sawmm, grist miH, blacksmith shop, etc. (10 U. S. 
Stat. L., 1038.) 
Second. By act of Congress, August 15, 1876 (19 U. S. Stat. L., 208), 
provision was made for the sale of a portion of this reservation, consist-
ing of about 120,000 acres. As required by this act, the consent of the 
~ · Indians to the sale of these lands was secured in open council Decem-
ber 23, 1876. rJ'he lands were appraised by three appraisers, one of 
whom was designated by the Indians. The appraised price averaged 
$3.75 per acre, which was considered a fair valuation, satisfactory to 
the Indians. The lands were open for entry and sale under the pro-
visions· of thjs act, and in each and every instance were sold to actual 
settlers at the appraised valuation. .All questions arising out of the 
settlement of these lands were determined under the provisions of the 
preemption law. . 
Third. By act of Congress, March 3, 1881 (21 U. S. Stat. L., 380), pro-
vision was made for the sa.le of the remaining 42,000 acres of said res-
ervation. The provisions of this act are essentially the same as those 
of the act of 1.876. It is the lands sold under the provisions of this 
act that an equitable adjudication of the sale thereof is sought by the 
provisions of the pending bill. The provisions of this act were approved 
by the Indians in open council May 4, 1~81. The lands were appraised 
by three appraisers at an average of $6.42 per acre. F. M. Barnes was 
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designated by the Indians as their member of the board of appraisers. 
Before the time came for the sale of these lands settlers gathered from 
all parts of the country for the purpose of securing homes. '.rhe Com-
missioner of the General Land Office gave notice of the appraised val-
uation placed upon the lands, and gave repeated assurances that the 
lands would be disposed of at private sale. The settlers went on to 
the reservation, selected their lauds, and awaited the time for making 
entry as provided by law, and as was done in the sale of the first 
120,000 acres. 
In 1883, and a very short time before the sale, a public notice was 
issuec.l by the Secretary of the Interior to the effect that these lands 
would·be sold at public auction on the 31st day of May, 1883, at the 
land office at Beatrice, Nebr. It was falsely represented by certain 
parties that unless this method of sale was adopted there would be great 
confusion and probable bloodshed at the formal opening of the reser-
vation. .After the order for a public sale was made a conspiracy was 
entered into by certain parties to defraud the settlers and innocent 
purchasers. Settlers were approached and assured that by paying 
these parties a sum of money ($100, $150, or $200, as the case might 
be) arrangements could be made by which they would secure their lands 
at the appraisement. The sale was conducted in a public street, a short 
distance from the land office. When a piece of land was sold the pur-
chaser was given a slip of paper containing a description of the land, 
name of purchaser, and price for which it was bid off above the appraised 
value. The purchaser was then directed to go to the window of the 
land office, hand in his slip, and, by payment of $2 entry fee, have his 
purchase entered upon the books of the land office. He then had ninety 
days within which to make his first payment and perfect his entry, as 
required by law. In many instances the purchaser, on receiving his 
slip from the clerk at the auctioneer's stand, would be approached by a 
member of this conspiracy and informed that for every $10 inclosed in 
this slip and passed in at the window of the land office $100 would be 
deducted from the price at which the land had been bid in above the 
appraisement. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office was present and 
attempted to stop tl1e high and irresponsible bidding, but found him-
self powerless, and the evidence shows that he informed the settlers, or 
a portion of them at least, to go on and purchase the lands and relief 
would be granted by the Government, as the sale, as conducted, was a 
farce and a fraud. The bidding against the settlers was done princi-
pally by three classes of persons : 
(1) By members of the conspiracy, for the purpose of running the 
lands up to a high figure, and thereby be enabled to more effectually 
blackmail the purchaser. When the land was sold to one of these pro-
fessional bidders, as was the case in several instances, the purchaser 
would not register his purchase, and the land would be sold again. 
(2) Much bidding was done by boys and intoxicated persons, without 
any desire to purchase, and probably without any fraudulent intent. 
When one of this class became a purchaser the land was resold. 
(3) .A syndicate of cattlemen was using the land on the reservation 
for grazing. The sale was in May, and by bidding in the land and 
paying the $2 entry fee gave them use of the land for at least ninety 
days, through the best part of the season, at a nominal cost. This 
syndicate had bidders on the ground that ran the prices up enormously. 
The land purchased by these persons all lapsed back and was sold again 
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at the second sale, in December of the same year, which was conducted 
on much the same pr inciples as the first. 
The sale in May carne at a season w llen the settlers purchasing could 
get on the land and secure some crop that year, and many, b.aving sold 
out elsewhere and having their families on the ground, were almost 
compelled to purchase and take their chances of a rebate under the 
assurances of the Commissioner. For the frauds perpetrated at this 
sale F. M. Barnes, who represented the Indians on the board of apprais-
ers, together with a number of others, among whom was the receiver 
of the land office, were arrested, taken before the United States court 
at Omaha, indicted, tried, convicted, and fined for various criminal 
charges for offenses and frauds committed in carrying out the puq~oses. 
of the above conspiracy. A full transcript of the proceedings against 
F. M. Barnes is hereto attached and marked Exhibit A. 
4. Within the time required the bona fide purchasers made payment 
of the first installment, one-fourth of the purchase price. Then began 
the efforts on their part to have the matter adjusted by the Government. 
The following action has been taken by Congress and the Department: 
1. By act of Congress March 3, 1885 (23 Stat. L., 371), the time of 
final payment was extended for two years. 
2. By act of Congress August 2, 1886 (24 Stat. L., 214), the time of 
final payment was further extended for the period of two years. 
3. By act of Congress March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 586), the Secretary 
of the Interior was ''authorized and directed to revise and adjust on 
principles of equity the sales of lands in the late reservation * :;:, * 
the consent of the · Indians having been first olJtained." A full state-
ment of the proceedings under this act is herewith submitted. Special 
attention is called to the reports of the Senate and House committees 
on this bill, as they give a very full statement of the facts relating to 
the sale of these lands and the reasons why relief should be granted. 
Copies of the bill and the reports are hereto attached and marked 
Exhibits B and C. 
Fifth. In the Fifty-fourth Congress a bill (H. R. 9146) was introduced 
and referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs. On June 5,1896, Mr. 
Gamble, from this committee, submitted Heport·No. 2237, which is a full, 
complete~ and truthful statement of the facts relating to the sale of these 
lands. Copies of the above bill and report are hereto attached and 
marked Exhibits D and E. 
PROCEEDINGS OJ? DEPARTMENT OF THB INTERIOR UNDER THE ACT OF' 
CONGRESS OF MARCH 3, 1893. 
Settlers offered to cooperate in bringing about settlement in any way 
that might be suggested by the Secretary of the Interior. (Letter of 
M. Joseph, May 1, 1893.) 
It seems to have been the purpose of the Department, as well as of 
Congress, to adjust this matter under the above law on· the basis of the 
appraised valuation. (Letter of Commissioner of Indian Affairs recom-
mending that the Commissioner of the General Land Office be called 
upon for a detailed account before any initial step should be taken by 
the Secretary, said report to show the name of each purchaser, the 
appraised value of the land purchased, how much money has been paid, 
how much remains unpaid, and how much rebate the Indians would 
have to make. Letter dated May 3, 1893.) 
Under above request, on April 28, 1894, Mr. D. M. Btowning, Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, submitted to the Secretary of the Interior 
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the following report, prepared by the Uommissioner of the General 
Land Office: 
Lands sold. , ................... _ ................ _ ...... _ ... _ ... acres.. 42, 261. 54 
Appraised value ..................... _ ........ _ .... __ . _. ___ .. __ . _. ____ . $256, 887. 07 
Price for which solu .... ___ ............. _. _ ..... __ .. ____ . _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 516, 851. 52 
'l'otal paid .............. _ .. _ ... _ .................. __ ... ____ ... _. 350, 329. 21 
======= Principal due and unpaid ......... _ ... _ ... _ .... ... __ ....... __ ...... _. . 194, 775. 82 
Intere~:~t due and uDpaid ... _ .. _ .... _ ........ ~ ... _ ..... _ ......... _ .... _ . 100, 432. 91 
Total due and unpaid ........................................ _. . 295, 208. 75 
In the cases where settlers have paid out on lands purchased the 
amount paid over the appraised valuation h; as follows: 
Principal overpaid ..................................................•. $117, 747.76 
Interest overpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 100. 08 
Total overpaid .... __ ............ ___ .... ___ ...................... 135,847.84 
Making the total rebate of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 351, 516. 40 
To which should be added interel:)t at the rate of $592.57 per month 
after February 1, 1894. 
TheConudssiouer further recommended, in his letter transmitting this 
report, that the plan of settlement under the above law of 1893 be sub-
mitted to the Indians by a commission of three persons, consisting of · I 
the United States Indian agent in charge of the Indians, one of the 
United States Indian inspectors, and a person to be selected by the 
settlers. 
As to the appoiutment of a commission, the Secretary of the Interior 
refnsed to follow the suggestions of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
but appointed a commission as follows: On behalf of the Government, 
P. McCormick, Indian inspector; on behalf of the Indians, F. M. Barnes; 
on behalf of tbe settlers, Tobias Castor. 
On January 3, 1895, the commissioners reported, among other things, 
that the Indians manifested no wiilingness to accede to any rebate 
whatever, and in the opinion of the commission bad their minds made 
up before the commission arrived not to allow any concession whatever. 
As a matter of information, it might be well to state here that F. M. 
Barnes is one of the tribe by marriage to an Otoe squaw; that C. M. 
Warren is a son-in-law of F. M. Barnes, being married to a half-breed; 
that Grant Barnes and D. D. Barnes are also sons of F. M. Barnes, and 
therefore half-breeds. Mention is made of this at this time as consider-
able correspondence is on file in the Department from these persons, 
who manifest a strong opposition to any settlement that looks to the 
relief of the set~lers. While they still reside in Gage County, Nebr., 
and have become very wealthy from their connection with this tribe 
of Indians, yet it is a matter of common notoriety that every step the 
Indians take in this matter is under the direct instructions of F. M. 
Barnes and C. M. Warren. It is not surprising that this first commis-
sion failed. 
F. M. Barnes was a member of the commission that appraised the · 
lands originally, representing the Indians on that commission. After 
the sale he was arrested for frauds perpetrated therewith and convicted 
in the United 'States court at Omaha, Nebr. A transcript in that case 
is hereto attached, marked Exhibit A. 
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The Secretary of the Interior, under date July 18, 1895, ordered the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office to direct the local land offi-
cers at Lincoln, Nebr., to notify all purchasers of land on the Otoe and 
and Missouria Reservation to make full payment within niuety days or 
their entries would be canceled. (21 L. D., 55.) 
The notices were issued from the local land office at Lincoln, and a 
few of the settlers borrowed money and paid out, but, as the corre-
spondence on file in the Department conclusively shows, it was utterly 
impossible for the great majority to borrow sufficient to meet this obliga-
tion, and owing to continual failure of crops they llad nothing with 
which to meet their immediate obligations. (See correspondence on file 
in the Department from March 23, 1895, to November 14, 1895. Espe-
cial attention is called to the letter of Robert Kyd, of November 14, 
1895.) 
The correspondence resulted in a suspension of the order, and the 
appointment of Mr. W. C. Pollock, chief of the Indian division, to make 
a tour of these lands, with orders to report. the condition of the settlers 
and their ability to pay out upon their lands. On December 9, 1895, 
Mr. Pollock filed his report, which is hereto attached, marked Bxhibit F. 
On January 14, 1896, the local land officers at Lincoln reported--
That 28 settlers had made payment since notices were issued, and that 156 are still 
delinquent. That there may be a few pieces of the land on which the parties own-
jug them can not borrow enough with which to make final payment, but they are 
few. Tiley are as well able to borrow and pay out now as ever they will lJe. We 
recommend no extension. 
This letter is quoted as the basis of a short argument at this point 
on the equities of this case. By fifteen years of hard labor, through 
crop failures and untold privations, these people have brought this land 
to a high state of cultivation, and placed valuable improvements upon 
it. It would be indeed strange if after fifteen years the results of their 
labors and the improvements, together with the land itselfreduced to a 
high state of cultivation, could not be mortgaged for enough to pay 
the Government three-fourths of the purchase price of the raw land. 
(One-fourth of the purchase price was paid in cash.) Yet this is exactly 
what the local officers say·in some cases can not be done. 
On January 31, 1896, ex-Senator A. S. Paddock, on behalf of the 
settlers, submitted . to the Department the following proposition of 
settlement: 
'rotal amount, princil;>al ~Lncl interest, on defaulted payments, about $320,000; rebate 
from interest on defaulted payments, about $125;000, an amount which will leave the 
payment to the lndia11s $225,000. Make co?Te3ponding 1·ebctte in paid-up cases condi-
tio·nal ttpon app1·opr'iation by Cong1·ess to cove1· the amount of this latter 1·ebate. This 
would he payment at public-sale prices in full, wHh 11bout $20,000 additional in 
interest. 
In the defaulted-payment cases, payments to be made in equal 11mounts annually, 
running through :five years, with interest at 5 per cent per annum, with forfeiture in 
case of default on any payment. Patent not to be issued until full final payment. 
This indefinite proposition seems never to have been acted upon by 
the Department, probably for the reason that it called upon the Sec-
retary of the Interior to extend the time of payment five years, whereas 
the act of CongresR itself provided that after settlement the unpaid 
claims should be paid within one year. 
The proposition seems to have been made on the basis of the allow-
ance of a lump sum, which could not under any circumstances operate 
equitably, as we have attempted to make clear in our argument here-
with submitted. · · 
On March 4, 1896, Mr. W. C. Pollock, chief of the Indian division, 
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and Mr. James E. Parker, chief of the land and railroad division, sub-
mitted a proposition of settlement, which is attached hereto and marked 
Exhibit G. 
Special Agent Dickinson was given full instructions by the Secretary 
of the Interior to submit the above plan of settlement to the Indians 
for approval. The proposed plan was submitted, and on April22, 1896, 
Agent Dickinson reported that he submitted the proposition to Indians 
in council, who were disposed to sign, but requested the matter to go 
over to a later date. At a second council they refused, and Special Agent 
Dickinson, referring to this, says: 
At the first council the Indians were inclined to accept the proposition, lmt owing 
to the influence of F. M. Barnes ancl C. M. Warren, of Barnston, Nebr., they now 
refuse. · 
He further reported that the Indians desired an order made for seven 
-of their number to visit Washington. 
On April14, 1896, C. M. Warren and F. M. Barnes submitted a prop-
'Osition of settlement to the Secretary of the Interior, together with a 
letter to the Secretary. The proposition was to the effect that they be 
made trustees, to whom each of the settlers defaulting shall execute a 
note and mortgage for the balance due on proposition submitted by 
Dickinson. 
On May 26, 1896, a proposition of settlement was submitted to the 
Indians by the Secretary of the Interior, by which those settlers who 
were in default might have ten years' interest rebated if they would 
pay up in ninety days, and United States Indian Agent Woolsey was 
commissioned by the Secretary to treat with the Indiaus on this basis 
of settlement. 
On June 3, 1896, United States Indian Agent Woolsey reported that 
on submission of plan of settlement to the Indians in open council the 
following resolution was adopted: 
RESOLUTION AND AGHEEMENT, 
"vVe, the undersigned male adult members of the Confederated 'l'ribes of Otoe ancl 
Missouria Indians in Oklahoma, being in council assembled, on t,his 3d day of June, 
1896, to consider a proposition for the settlement of pending matte1·s between our 
tribe ancl the purchasers of our lands in Nebraska ancl Kansas, as set forth ju a com-
munication from the Hon. Hoke Smith, Secret'ary of the Interior , dated May 26, 
1896, marked '2731-'95 L & R. R. Div.,' and the sa,id communication having been 
interpretetl ancl fully explained to u~::~, hereby 
"Agree anclresol ve that we will allow a rebate to tlte pnrchasers of our lands in 
Nebraska and Kansas, refenccl to in the communication before referred to from the 
Secreta1·y of the Interior, of ten years' interest on the amount now clue us from those 
purchasers who are in arrears: PTovided, howeve-r, That the S<Lid purchasers will 
agree to pay, within Dincty clays from the elate of notice, the amount rem~Lining 
unpaid after allowance of said rebate." 
(Signed by a majority of the tribe.) 
In relation to the adoption of the above resolution by the Indians, 
F. M. Barnes and C. M. vVarren wrote a letter to the Secretary of the 
Interior, which shows clearly their influence with the Indians, and that 
they are practically the Indians. A copy of said letter is hereto attached, 
marked Exhibit H. 
On July 20, 1896, the Commissioner of the General J..Jand Office sent 
to the local land officers at Lincoln, Nebr., instructions to notify each 
purchaser that unless the balance of the purchase price was paid, less 
ten y~a.rs' interest, within ninety days from date of notice, their entries 
would be canceled. (See 23 L. D., 143.) 
On December 20, 1896, the assistant attorney-geueral for the Depart-
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ment of the Interior rendered a decision in answer to the following 
questions from the Secretary of the Interior: 
1. Was t h e order of t his Department of July 20 last (23 L. D., 143) in accordance 
with the provisions of said acU (Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. L., 568.) 
2. If said. order of July 20 las t. was not in accordance with the provisions of said act, 
has the Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his supervisory power, authority 
to issue said order inclependent of the t erms of said act ~ 
3. If prior to the issuance of sai<.l order of July 20 l as t there had been an effort 
made to obtain the consent of the Indians to a rebate, as provided by the terms of 
said act, and the Indians had refused to consent to any rebate whatever, then, and 
in that event, \voul<l the Secretary of the Interior, h aving made an effort t o proceed 
under saitl act, ha·ve the right to, and authority, nuder his supervisory power, to issue 
the order of July 20 last f 
From this decision we note the following ·extracts: 
The scheme of adj-i1stment under this act (March 3, 1893) was left to the discret ion 
of the Secretary of the Interior, with the limitation that it should l1e founded on 
principles of equity, but the whole t enor of the act indicates that Congress had in 
view all sales of said land-those upon which payment had been made in full, as well 
as those upon which default in payment bad been made. A clue regard for principles 
of equity would seem to require that those purchasers who have complied with the 
obligations assumed when they purchased these lands should receive at least as much 
consideration in the way of rebates as those who h a ve failed and neglected to meet 
their obligations. 
The Assistant Attorney-General then reftrs in his decision to the 
report of the Senate Committee on Indi~n Affairs, submitted May 11, 
189~; also to the report to the Senate committee by the Commissioner 
of [udian Affairs, where he uses the following language: · 
From the consideration I h ave been able to give this matter, I fail to see any equi-
ties in favor of the purchasers who have not paid for lands purchased by them which 
would not be equally strong in favor of those who have paid in full. 
The Assistant Attorney-General therefore concludes on this branch 
of his decision: 
The scheme of adjustment referred to iu said letter of July 20 last does not, in my 
opinion, conform to the provisions of said act of Congress, in that it does not include 
in its benefits all tlwse purchasers who clearly come within the purview of the act 
in question. 
The decision further holds the order not in accordance with the pro-
visions of the act, in that it requires payment to be made within ninety 
days, whereas the act allows one year for payment after rebate allowed. 
All these questions submitted by the Secretary are answered in the 
negative. 
AR,GUMENT. 
The act of 1881 did not contemplate, nor in its letter or spirit did it 
·authorize, a public sale with competitive bidding. On the contrary, it 
provided in expressed terms that intending settlers might purchase 
tracts not exceeding 160 acres of Otoe Reservation land in .each case; 
then applicatious to be individually acted upon in the land office at 
Beatrice, according to the terms prescribed in the act and the regula-
tions thereunder as to the due observance of the priorities and rights 
of such applicants, respectively. The appraised prices were to be in 
the first instance the agreed and governing priees. The applicants in 
each case to have, as they did have, notice of such prices after appraise-
ment, the discretion, however, resting with the Secretary to order a 
new appraisement in the manner and form prescribed by the act, if, in 
in his judgment, the first appraisement should appear to him to be too 
low, with public notice before sale to the intendiug settlers of the 
chang·es in prices that might be made. The appraisements first made 
were satisfactory to all parties concerned, and notice was given by the 
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Commissioner of the General Land Office that the lands would be sold 
on a specified date under the provisions of the act and the regulations 
thereunder in the land office. 
Why the provision for notifying intending settlers of the appraised 
price if it was not intended that the sales should be made at that price~ 
It is a fact that many settlers sold out in the East aud came on with 
their families to secure homes on this reservation, and did it on the 
strength of the express understanding that the lands would be sold at 
the appraised price. An essential part of the consideration to be 
received from the purchasers was the agreement on their part, in the 
form of a swo1,·n pledge from each, that his application and purchase 
· meant his actual occupation, settlement, and satisfactory improvement 
of the land so intended to be purchased. The whole theory of the act, 
therefore, from the beginning to the end of the transaction, was that 
the intending settler, in his application, the :filing of his affidavit of 
intention of settlement, in the :final determination of the price to be 
paid, the actual purchasers were to deal, each separately, w.ith the regis-
ister and receiver of the land office. Official letters from the Commis-
sioner, dated only a few weeks before the elate of the sale, explieitly 
stated that t,he sales were to be so made, that they were to be, as already 
indicated, p'rivctte sales. 
Hence it has always been insisted by the original settlers that the 
public sale under the rule of ·competitive bidding, of which notice was 
given only a very short time before the date of the sale in a public 
street, was an illegal execution of the law. Moreover, the sale was in 
fact a farce. It was practically taken possession of by a turbulent and 
unreasoning mob. 
The proceedings were so scandalous that the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, who was present, ordered it stopped several times. 
Extravagant biddiug, mainly by irresponsible persons, was indulged 
in apparently for the purpose of deterring bona :fide intending settlers 
from bidding, and breaking up the sale. Nevertheless the Commis-
sioner publicly advised the settlers to bid on their selection·s, with the 
assurauce that some measure of relief would afterwards be adopted if 
they were compelled to bid beyond the reasonable value of their tracts 
on account of these disorderly proceedings . 
.Accepting such assurances they bid, under protest, in many cases 
double or treble the actual value of their tracts, and always since they 
have been contending for such assured relief. 
It was this which led to the passage of the act of 1893. It can not 
therefore be charged against them that they have unduly contended. 
Congress, by this 1893 statute, bas thus sanctioned their contention. 
Nor should they be complained of because afterwards, as the best evi-· 
clence they could furnish of the honesty of their declared intentions 
before their purchase to actually settle on and improve their tracts, 
when full of hope for the future, they induJged somewhat in a spirit of 
rivalry among themselves in making good homes and good general farm 
improvements, thus increasing at the same time the security for their 
deferred payments. · When later on they were impoverished by several 
successive ye~rs of crop failures on account of drought, as has been the 
case again during the years of 1891, 1892, 1893, 1894, and 1895, may it n@t 
have been that these comfortable homes were an anchorage which pre-
vented the abandonment of their land, with the probable loss thereby 
to the Indians of a good part of the deferred payments~ It is well 
known that at such times their improvements were about all the value 
there was in their farms, and that without them they could have been 
sold for very little. It was therefore for these and many other reasons 
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very fortunate for the Indians themselves that the improvements were-
of a high character. It was also an advantage to the general public in 
many other ways, so obvious to all that they need not be stated. 
lt can be set down as a rule everywhere that the community that 
builds good homes, good churches, good schoolhouses, roads, bridges,. 
etc., by their example benefit all neigh boring communities. 
The Government ought to deal justly, if not generously, with such 
communities. It certainly ought not to deceive or break its promises 
to them, particularly in the day of their calamity. 
It should not be forgotten that the prices of these lands were prac-
tically fixed by the Indians themselves, first, through a representative 
of their tribe, Mr. F. M. Barnes, appointed by themselves, on the board 
of appraisers, and afterwards by their unanimous vote of confirmation 
in open council. (See treaty of May 4, 1881.) 
It is also in proof ·in the Department that the appraised prices were 
higher than such lands had generally sold for in that section; indeed, 
that the Indians were delighted with the appraisement; that they held 
a great feast in celebration thereof, after the custom of their race. 
Nor bas there been any hardship or loss to the Indians from the delay 
of final settlement. Interest has been constantly running until there-
from a vast sum has accrued, charged upon au account of principal two 
or three times larger than the Indians agreed to take for their lands, 
while meantime they have acquired another reservation even more 
valuable, far more beneficial to them, and better adapted to their uses. 
:Moreover, it has greatly increased in value since they secured it. The 
Otoes are few in number, only o7 heads of families remaining, as we 
are informed, and are relatively made richer than these settlers. 
It would outrage every known principle of .equity to ignore the wrong 
and injustice of the public sale and the proceedings thereunder; to 
overlook the fact tbat by their own agreement, intelligently made, and 
the consensus of all having an intimate knowledge of land values in 
that country at the time of the appraisement and when the sale was 
made, that the Indians would have received the full fair price value for 
the lands if they had been sold at their own appraisement. The set-
tlers directly interested speak the sentiment of about all the people of 
that section, as well as their own, when they insist that to exact the 
full pound of flesh, according to the hard illegal standard of the public 
sale, from these people, to whom it would be financial death, for the 
benefit of creditors who were forced, so to speak, to take two or three 
times more for their property than it was worth, or than they demanded 
or even expected to receive, would be an incomparable hardship and 
injustice. 
There are other considerations, however, which the Government, for 
itself and its wards, may wisely take account .of. Nothing short of an 
amicable adjustment can rid its executive, legislative, and judicial 
branches of this controversy. Is it not in the interest of economy to 
try to save cost in money and labor incident to a struggle that may 
extend through many years, involving by turn each and all of these 
departments, perhaps over and over again~ It seems that in justice a 
vigorous e1fort should be made to bring this matter to a speedy termi-
nation. Will the Otoes, whose numbers are being continually reduced 
from year to year, be benefited by prolonging this contention, perhaps 
beyond another decade, through the continued demand for more than 
they are reasonably entitled to by any principle of equity ascertainable 
from the state of the law and the facts~ Will it wisely subserve any 
public interest of a great community, which has already intensely suf-
fered, by the continuance of such a contention~ 
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It is thought by some that those who may have paid in full for their 
lands ought not to be considered in any rebate that may be made. It 
is a fact, however, that most of this class borrowed money at usurious 
rates of interest to make their payments, and have eith~r already been, 
or are sure to be, sooner or later, ruined by the indebtedness contracted. 
Others had fallen by the wayside, borne down by the weight of their 
losses from repeated crop failures in years of excessive drought, and in 
other years of unremunerative prices for their products, and were forced 
to sell for a less sum than their improvements cost, reserving, by con-
sent of their grantees, their rebate equity as a partial recoupment. 
It iR evident, from the negotiations already attempted under the act 
of March 3, 1893, that no satisfactory agreement can be arrived at with 
the Indians. They will not consent to any rebate to those purchasers 
who have already paid out, and will make only a very slh~·ht concession 
to those who are in default. It has been held, by the decision of the 
Assistant Attorney-General for the Department of the Interior, that no 
settlement can be made under the act of March 3, 1893, which does not 
include both those who have paid and those who are in default, equally. 
(Opinion of December 20, 1896, cited.) 
A settlement on the basis of the appraised price is the only equitable 
settlement that can be made for the reason that one of the frauds prac-
ticed at the sale and most complained of was that certain of the pur-
chasers stood in with the mob, and, by agreement, got their lands at a 
small fraction above the appraised price, while the innocent purc}laser 
paid, in many instances, several times the appraised price. Any prop-
osition to discount the purchase price an equal lump sum in each case, 
as, for instance, throwing off ten years' interest, would reduce the price 
to the purchaser, who was a party to the fraud, below the appraised 
price, while the innocent purchaser would be but little benefited. It 
is a fact, shown by the records of the land office, that some of the pur-
chasers who took advantage of rebate of ten years' interest when offered 
got their land at considerable below the appraised price or the basis of 
settlement proposed in the bill now before Congress. 
It should be remembered that this adjustment is not a matter between 
the settlers and the Indian~, but between the settlers and the Govern-
ment. These lands were purchased from the Government, and the Gov-
ernment bas unquestioned power, through ,Congress, to extend this 
relief. 
EXHIBIT A. 
[Filed in Department January 3, 1896.] 
Copy of p1·oceedings in Unitecl States clistrict cotwt jo1· the clist?··ict of Nebraska against 
F. M. Bantes. 
Be it remembered that at the November term of the djstrict court of the United 
States for the district of Nebraska the following proceedings were had in the case of 
the United States against P. M. Barnes, as appea1·s by the records and :files of said 
district comt. 
At said November term of said district court, to wit, on the 3d day of December, 
1884, the following proceedings were had in said case, as appears of record on folio 
778 of J onrnal E of said court, to wit: · 
United States v. F. M. Barnes. 
PRESENTMENT Ol!' I~DICTMENT. 
On this clay the grand jury came into court, and, by their foreman, A. Saunders, 
presented to the court a true bill o~ indictment against said defendant for agree-
ing, with others, not to bid at ~t public sale of United States lands. 
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Whereupon, on motion of F. M. Lambertson, esq., United States attorney, it is 
ordered by the court that said bill of indictment be receivetl, and that the clerk 
indorse thereon, ''Presented iu open court by the grand j nry, and filed December 3, 
18:54." 
United States v. F. M. Barnes. 
ORDER FOR CAPIAS. 
On motion of G. M. Lambertson, esq., United States attorney, it is ordered by the 
court that a writ of capias issue out of this court for the arrest of said defendant 
P.M. Barnes, returnable forthwith, and that bail be tlxed at $500. 
Said indictment is in words nnd figures following, to wit: 
The United States of America, district of Nebraska, within the eighth j.udicial circuit 
of the United States. 
In the district court of the United States of America for the district of Nebraska, 
said district being a part of nnd within the eighth judicial circuit of the Unit,ed 
States of America, at a regular term of said district court begun and held at the city 
of Omaha, in Douglas County and State of Nebraska, in the district of Nebraska and 
judicial circuit aforesaid, on the lOth day of November, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four. 
The grand jurors of the United States of Ameriea, good and lawful men summonerl 
from t,he body of the said district of Nebraska, within said eighth judicial circuit 
of the United States, then and there being, and then and there being duly empanelled, 
sworn, and charged l>y the court aforesaid to diligently enquire and true presentment 
rnake for said district of Nebraska, in the name and by the authority of the United 
States of America, upon their oaths do present: 
That one F. M. Barnes, whose first name is unknown, late of the said district of 
Nebraska, within said judicial circuit, heretofore, to wit, on the fifteenth day of 
December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, 
with force and arms, at the district of Nebraska aforesaid, and within said judicial 
circuit, then and there being at a public sale of the lands of the United States on 
the Otoe and Missouria Reservation, in the States of Nebraska and Kansas, held at 
the town of Beatrice, in said State of Nebraska, under notice before that date pub-
lished under direction of the Commissioner of the Genern,l Land Office of the United 
States, and made pursuant to the act of Congress of Ma1·ch 3, 1881, entitled "An act 
to provide for the sale of the resenrution of the confederated Otoe and Missouria 
tribes of Indians in the States of ILmsas and Nebraska, and for other purposes," 
and then and there willfully, knowingly, and unlawfully bargain, contract, ancl 
agree, and attempt to bargain, contract, and agree with one C. M. Murdock, whose 
first name is nnkno,vn, that the said C. M. Murdock, whose first name is mumown, 
should not bid upon and purchase the north half of the southwest quarter, and the 
southeast quarter of the southwest quarter, and the southwest quarter of the south-
west quarter in section eighteen, township one, range eight, in the State of Nebraska, 
according to the plats of the Government survey of the United States, and the said 
P. M. Barnes, whose first name IS unknown, as a part of and in pursuance and ful-
fillment of said bargain, contract, and agreement, had as aforesaid, dicl pay to the 
said C. M. Murdock, whose first name is unknown, the snm of one hundred dollars in 
money of the current moneys :mel currency of the United States, and did promise, 
stipulate, and agree to conYey at some fntnre time and exact date being unknown to 
t,he grand jurors aforesaid, three towu lots in the to'''n of Barnstou, in the State of 
Nebraska. 
All Clone then and there and thereby with the intent to defraud the United Sta,tes 
of America, contrary to the force and effect of the statutes in such case made and 
provided, and a.gainst the peace and dignity of the United States of America. 
GENJO M. LAMBERTSON, 
U. S. Att01·ney, Neb1'aslca. 
Upon the back of said indictment a.ppear indorsements in words and figures fol-
lowing, to wit: 
"No. 383. G. The United States v. P. M. Barnes, first name unknown. Indict-
ment for bargaining and agreeing with one another not to bid at a sale of U. S. 
lands. A true bill. Alvin Sanders, foreman. Witnesses: C. M. Murdock, G. M. 
Lambertson, U. 8. attorney, district of Nebraska. 
"3 Dec., 1884. Capias ordered. Bail in $500. Elmer Dundy, judge. Presented 
in open court by the grand jury aml filed Dec. 3, 188~1. Elmer S. Dundy, jr., clerk." 
Thereupon afterwards ou the 11th day of November, 1885, the following proceed-
ings weTe had in said case, as appears of record in folio 217 of Journal "P" of said 
court, to wit: 
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United States v. F. M. Barnes. 
TRIAL. 
Now come the parties hereto by their a,ttorncys, also come the following-named 
persons as jurors, to wit: Sam'l Culbertson, A. P. Holcomb, Chas. J. Martin, Wm. 
Hennessy, vV. G. Swan, l!ra.nk Jones, Geo. S. Acres, Luther Poland, Edwin Davis,W. 
D Thomas, Thos. McL{lan, Henry Sn,pp, who were duly impaneled and sworn accord-
ing to law, and therenpon, after hearing a statement of the United. States attorney, 
and of the defendant himself, and the charge of the court, without leaving their 
seats, prese11t to the court their verdict in words and figures following, to wit: 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DistT'ict of Nebraska: 
United States v. F. M. Barnes. 
VERDICT. 
We, the jnry, being duly impaneled and sworn to well awl truly try the issues in 
the above-entitlecl cause, do find the defendant guilty as charged in indictment No. 
383 G. 
EDWI~ DAVIS, Fo1·ernan. 
United States 'V. F. M. Barnes. 
SENTENCE. 
Saicl defendant, F. M. Barnes, having been heretofore on this clay found guilty on 
the indictment herein, cha.rging him with agreeing with others not to bid at a public 
sale of United States lands, remained in court to hear the sentence of the court pro-
nounced against him, and, showing no good and sufficient reason 'why judgment should 
not he pronounced, 
It is therefore considered, ordered, and adjudged by the court that said defendant, 
F. M. Barnes, pay unto the registry of this court a fine of $300, and the costs of this. 
prosecution to be taxed at $65.10. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, District of Nebraska, ss: 
I, E. S. Dundy, jr., clerk of the district court of the United States for the district. 
of Nebraska, certify that the above and foregoing is a correct copy of the indictment, 
trial, verdict, and sentence as the same now appears of record and on file in my office. 
Witness my hand and seal of said court, at Omaha, this 4th day of January, 1896. 
[SEAL.] E. S. DUNDY, Jr., Clerk. 
EXHIBIT B. 
[S. 782. Fifty-second Congress, first session.] 
.AN ACT to provide for the adjustment of certain sales of lands in the late reservation of the Con-
federated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians in the States of Nebraska and Kansas . 
. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the Unitecl States of America 
in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to revise and adjust on principles of equity the sales of lands in 
the late reservation of the Confederated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians in the· 
States of Nebraska and Kausas, provided by the act of Congress approved March 
third, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to be appraised and sold in the manner 
specified in said act, and which were sold at public sales at the land office at Beatrice, 
Nebraska, in May and December, eighteen hundred and eighty-three, and in his dis-
cretion, the consent of the Indians having :first been obtained, in such manner and 
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe and approve, 
to allow to the purchasers of sah.l lands at said public sales, their heirs and legal 
representatives, rebates of the amounts, respectively, paid, or agreed. to be paid, by 
said purchasers: Provided, That such rebates shall in no case exceed the price for· 
which said tracts of land were severally sold in excess of the appraised value thereof, 
as shown by the appraisement made by the commissioners appointed and desig-
nated under said act. 
SEC. 2. As soon as practicable after such adjustments, such rebates, if any shall 
be allowed, shall be severally indorsed on the certificates and receipts of purchase, 
and on the records of the General Land Office, and the Secretary of the Interior-
• 
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shall cause notice to be given to said purchasers, severally, of the amounts of the 
deferred payments found to be clue and unpaid on their respective purch ases under 
such adjustments. And in default of the pa,yment in cash of the amounts thus 
found to be severally due within one year from tlte elate of the issuance of such 
notice, with interest thereon from the date of such adjustments, the entries of any 
of said purchasers so in default shall be canceled and the lands shall be resold at 
not less than the appraised price, and in no case less than two dollars and fifty cents 
per acre, as provided in said act; and where lands have been fully paid for and 
rebate of the purchase money has been allowed by the Secretary of the Interior, he 
shall pay said money, within three months, to said purchaser, his heirs, or legal rep-
resentatives, out of any money in the Treasury deriYed from the fund received from 
the sale of said lands; the same to be paid on the requisition of the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
Exumrr C. 
[House Report No. 1793, Fifty-second Congress, first session.] 
The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom was referred the bill (S. 782) to provide 
for the adjustment of certain sales of lands in the late reseryation of t.he confeder-
ated Otoe and Missonria tribes of Indians in the States of Nebraska and Kansas, hav-
ing had the same under consideration, report the bill back to the l:Jouse with an 
amendment and recommend its passage. 
Your committee adopt and submit as a part of their report the annexed report of 
the Senate Committee on Public Lands: No. 445. 
[Senate Report No. 4-!5, Fifty-second Congress, first session.] 
The Senate Committee on Public Lands, to whom was referred the bill (S. 782) to 
provide for the adjustment of certain sales of lands in the late reservation of the 
confederated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians in the States of Nebraska and 
Kansas, having had the same under consideration, beg leave to report the bill back 
to the Senate with an amendment in the nature of a snbstitute, with a recommenda-
tion for the passage of the substitute. 
The Committee on Public Lands claim no more than concurrent jurisdiction with 
the Committee on Indhtn Affairs in the subject-matter of this bill, and accordingly 
request that the same may go by due reference to that committee for their judgment 
and report respecting such of its provisions as directly affect the interests of the 
India,ns therein named. 
Your committee submit the following statement of facts and conclusions in sup-
port of their recommendation for this legislation: 
'l'he original Otoe and Missouri a Reservation contained about 160,000 acres, mainly 
in the State of Nebraska. Under the act of August 15, 1876, authority was giver.. 
for the sale 120,000 acres of the reservation, and the same was sold. 'l'he essentia_ 
provisions of that act are substantially as follows: With the consent of the Indians 
the lands were to be surveyed, and afterwards appraised by three commissioners, 
one of whorn was required to be designated by the Indians in open eonncil. After 
survey and appraisement the lands ·were authorized to be sold for cash to actual set-
tlers in tracts not exceeding 160 acres to each, at not less than the appraised value, 
and in no case less than $2.50 per acre; provided, however, that in the discretion of 
the Secretary of the Interior, the Indians consenting, they might be sold upon deferred 
payments, to wit: One-third cash, one-third in one year, and one-third ip. two years 
from the elate of sale, proceeds to be placed to the credit of said Indians in the 
United States Treasury, with interest at t.he rate of 5 per cent per annum, to be 
expended for the benefit of said tribes, under direction of the Secretary of the 
Interior, the sales to be made at the United States L and Office at Beatrice, Nebr., 
certified plats being there filed, and the sales to be conducted in all essential respects 
as public laud sales, subject only to the special limitations of the act as above 
described. These lands were so solll at the appraised value in each and every case. 
In all cases of contest, and there were many, all questions as to actual settlement, 
etc., were determined by the general principles and the rules and regulations of the 
General Land Office governing cases arising under the preemption law. The settler 
purchasers therefore had to deal directly and only with the United States Land 
Office, which had exclusive jurisdiction, under the Secretary of the Interior, with the 
whole subject of the sale, settlement, payment, and procurement of patents for the 
same as if these lands had been public lands. 
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The act of 1881, under which the remainder of the reservation (about 40,000 acres) 
was sold, was in all its essential provisions a duplication of the act of 1876, under 
which the lands before described were solu. The Indians in the latter as in the for-
mer ease designated an lnuian, a member of the consolidated tribes, as one of the 
three commissioners to appraise the land~:~. 
It is claimed that in both cases the appraisement was higher than these or similar 
adjacent lands could have been sold for for cash at the tiLne. Indeed, that it was 
conceded uy the Indians themselves that the appraisement was most satisfactory; 
that they were J.elighted with it, and that the universal judgment of local owners 
of and dealers in lands in that neighborhood was that the appraisement was too high. 
One of those real estate speculative waves that sometimes sweep over the country 
reached Nebraska and Kansas about the time these lands were appraised1 and when the sale finally occurred it was at flood tide, It did not last long, but it d1d not com-
mence to recede until after the poor men who had been long waiting to secure homes 
on these lands, and who had made their selections and all their arrangements to 
locate thereupon, were caught and overwhelmed by it. At such a time, without clue 
consideration, as many think, the rule governing sales which had obtained under the 
first act, and which had resulted so satisfactorily to the Indians and all others con-
cerned, was set aside, and they were ordered to be sold under the latter act at public 
sale to the highest bidder in each a.nd every case. This certainly was not in consonance 
with the spirit of the law, to say the least of it. It was wholly unexpected by those 
who hacl made selections and were waiting to make their settlements and establish 
their homes upon these lands through individual dealing with the land office direct, 
as had been done under the tirst act, and was plainly contemplated by the latter. 
Indeed, the Commissioner of the General Land Office had given repeated assurances 
that the lands would be disposed of at private sale. 
About the 1st of January, 1882, nearly ten months after the passage of the act, in 
answer to a letter froru Hon. vV. Ford, of the House of Representatives, the then 
Commissioner, referring to the proposed sale of these lands, said: 
"They will be sold to actual settlers, etc. 'l'he price per acre is fixed by appraise-
ment, but in no case cau they be sold at less than $2.50 per acre. They will not be 
offered at public sale, bnt will be subject to entry through the United States public 
land office at Beatrice, Nebr." 
Commenting on this statement, which was generally published in the newspapers 
throughout that p~~rt of Nebraska and Kansas in which these lands are located, the 
present Commissioner, in his recent report upon this bill, says: 
"The (then) Commissioner's statement, as a.bove, tended to convey the impression 
that there would be no public sale, but tha.t the price to be paid was that fixed by 
the appraisement. Moreover, the statute made the right of purchase depend upon 
settlement on the lands, thereby introclucing tl.Je preemption principle in favor of 
settlers, which i.s understood to exclude the offering of tracts to the highest bidder. 
It would seem, therefore, that up to a short time before the date of sale the parties 
intending to become settlerR upon the land had reason to suppose that if they could 
become settlers they would be exempt from the necessity of entering into competi-
tion with others for the purchase of the lands, and it would be reasonable to suppose 
that tht:>.y made arr:mgements aceorclingly, supposing that the appraised value woulcl 
be all they would have to pay." 
Bnt in total disregard, at least of tbe spirit, of the law,· and the official assur-
ances of the then Commissioner, after the survey and appraisement of the lands had 
been <)ompleterl, these intending sett lers were surprised by the issuance of an order 
from the General Land Office for a public sale. The following comment upon this 
action, and the serious consequences resulting therefrom, from the report of the 
preseut Commissioner, before referred to, will be self-explanatory: 
"In 1883 a public notice was issued under the direction of the Secreta.ry of the 
Interior for the offering of said lands for sale at public auction, to begin on Thursday, 
the 31st clay of May, 1883, at 10 o'clock a.m ., at the district land office at Beatrice, 
Nebr. Although the act of March 3, 1881, did not presoribe that there should be 
competition at public auction for the acquisition of title to these lands, jt was held 
to be within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, anu he so uirected. The 
offering was made accordingly, and t he tracts were awarded to the highest biduers· 
thei·efor, at prices greatly in excess of the appraised value, being in many instances 
more than double the amount thereof." 
He further states: 
"It appears, however, that the intending settlers, being put to the necessity of 
either entering into competition with opposi.ng bidders or relinquishing the prospect 
of obtaining homes on the land which the law held out to them, voluntarily chose 
the formero'' 
A large number of sworn statements have been presented to the committee from 
repntable citizens who were present at the sale, and whose reliability is satisfac-
torily vouched for, describing the bad character and disreputable methods of many 
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of the bidders, etc. Many of those making these affidavits did not purchase lands 
at the sale, and have no interest in them now. They appear, therefore, to be dis-
interested witnesses. Very brief extracts of a number of these statements are given 
herewith. 
J. E. Porterfield testifies that he did not buy, a.s land was bid up to four times its 
appraised value. ·wanted a home. 
R. H. Kirley testifies that land was bid up to three times its appraised value. Did 
not purchase. Commissioner McFarland stoppeu sale to expostulate, but to no 
purpose. 
W. R. Sharp testifies that he lived one-half mile east of reservation at time of 
sale. Attend.ed sale. Did not buy. Prices were run up higher than improved 
farmt:~ in vicinity were selling for. _ 
W. J. Stonebraker testifies that he lived near reservation at time of t:~ale. Could 
not buy, as prices ran up too high. Many bid in order to get land for pasturage 
purposes for three months. 
Jonas C. Miller testifies that he attended sale, but was disgusted at way same was 
conducted. Houest settlers had no chance. Did not buy. 
Jacob Goohring testifies that he traveled a long uistance to attend sale. Was 
disappointed to find it a public sale. Hesitated a long time. Finally purchased at 
a high rate and settled on land. If compelled to pay price bid, will be at mercy of 
money lenders. 
George I. Harris testifies that he attended sale. Lands bid up to a price higher 
than improved farms near were selling for. Many bidders under impression that by 
payment of application fee, $2, they could hohlland for t.hree months for speculation 
or pasturage. 
Nicholas Sharp, a resident of Gage County, Nebr., for twenty ye~rs, testifies that 
he attended land sale to buy land for home. Expected to buy at appraised value, 
but was disappointed, as it was bid up higher than improved farms adjoining 
reservation were selling for. 
M. Joseph testifies that he had rented and improved land on reservation, making 
it his home. Attended sale. Two thousand men present. Commissioner Mcl!,arland 
said Government only wanted appraised value. Excitement intense. Land bid in 
by speculators and persons ignorant as to chara.cter of same. These persons allowed 
land to revert to Government, and same was resold three or four times at subsequent 
sales. Only choice was to .bid against mob and secure land or move family East 
again at a great loss. 
John Roberts testifies that he attended sale. The bidding was wild and beyond 
the value of the land for farming purposes. If forced to pay now the price land 
was bid off at, woultl be obliged to abamlon his home. 
Peter Gollogay testifies that he waited near reservation for two years before sale; 
bid $10.50 over appraised value; allowed land to go back to Government; at second 
sale bid $4 over appraised value for same piece of land. 
C. I. N. Newman testifies that he attended sa,le; found land was to be sold to b igh-
est bidder; had to bid $14 per acre for land appraised at $6; was assured that the 
Government would return all above appraised value. 
James Ryan testifies that he attended sale; was compelled to pay more than land 
was actually worth or do without; heard Commissioner McFarland say that land was 
selling for more than it was worth . 
M. Weaverling testifies that he attended sale; surprised to find it a public sale. 
Many persons bid more than land was worth for speculation. Opinion generally 
prevailed that bidding was only an application and not that it fixed the price of 
land; was compelled to pay $17.50 per acre for la.ncl appraised at $6. 
Julius Vogel testifies that he attended sale; that many bidders were boys, and 
men under the influence of liquor; that there were other irresponsible bidders, and 
that land was being sold too high. 
Wallace J. McKay testifies that he moved his family for the purpose of securing 
land fot a home. Actual settlers had no chance. Did not buy. 
C. B. E. Strcener testifies that-laud sold beyond its value. Many bidders boys, 
men under influence of liquor, and other irresponsible bidders. 
ViTro. Stonehocker testifies that he attended sale. Was convinced that prices were 
forced higher than la:Gd was actually worth, and did not buy. Does not own lai}d 
on reservation now. 
Abraham L. Miller testifies that he attended sale. Was compelled to bid against 
men who wanted land for pasturage privilege for ninety clays, which their applicant 
fee entitled them to. 
Isaac Kiler testifies that he attended sale to buy bnd for home. Bid, but land 
was run up to three times appraised valu~ by speculators. 
Jesse Nelson testifies that be attended sale. Saw an excited crowd. Saw one man 
bid off a number of pieces of land, and some who were under the influence of liquor. 
· Mr. R. M. Wood testifies that he attended sale . Found a mob of 4,000 people 
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bitlding in great state of excitement, and running prices up to four times appraised 
value of land. Did not buy. 
Mr. John V. Ekaall testifies that he came from Illiuois to attend sa]e and buy 
land for home. Was l ed to believe land would be sold at appraised price. Under-
stood syndicate had been formed to koep actua,l settlers out by biddiug land up to 
.an exorbitant pl'ice. 
Mr. L. W. Niece testifies that h e came from Iowa to purchase laud for home. Did 
not buy, as land in neighborhood as good could be bought for less. Does not own 
land on r eservation now. 
Mr. David Jones testifies that he lived on rented farm adjoining reservation. Was 
compelled to bid $6 above appraised value. Two pieces of land adjoining the one 
bid on by myseH were bid in by speculators who. had n ever seen them, and who, not 
being able to sell at a premium, allowed them to lapse. 
Mr. John H. James testifies that he bid the appraised value on several pieces of 
land, but 1va~ outbid each time by speculators . 
Mr. J. F. Lntz testifies that he attended the sale for the purpose of buying land 
for a home. Did not buy, as it sold fot more than it was worth. Was to consider-
able expense. 
Yonr committee submit that the facts disclosed by the record and the testimony 
are substantially these: The Indians agreed in open council to the sale of their lands, 
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, at the United States land office 
at Beatrice, Nebr., at a valuation to be determined by appraisement, to actual set-
tlers, on the preemption plan, in tracts not exceeding 160 acres for each settler, on 
·deferred payments. One of the three commissioners making such appraisement was 
a member of their tribe, appointed by themselves in open council. The appraise-
ment was accep~ed by the GoveTnment, and by the Indians themselves, as exceed-
ingly favorable to them. The intending settlers were notified that they would be 
sold, as the law contemplated, at private sale at the appraised valuation, but at the 
last moment they were put up at public auction and sold to the highest bidder, in 
the face of a mob composed largely of intoxicated and irresponsible persons. The 
intending settlers, who sought to secure the tracts of their selection on the agreed 
terms of sale, were thus brought under competition and menace from this mnltitude 
·Of adventurers gathered at the sale t<' make trouble by their bids and not settlement 
through bona fide purchase. 
The Commissiouer of the General Land Office was present and labored hanl to 
;protect those seeking in good faith to secure the homes of their selection, but he was 
powerless. Believing tbat relief would afterwards come in some form, and unwilling 
•to surrender that for which they had so long waited and hoped for, and which they 
felt ju~:>tly belonge(l to them, they bid, in many cases, two or three times the real 
value of their desired tracts, and thus secured them. And now, after nearly ten 
years, these men who have struggled against droughts, short crops, anu low prices 
·of farm products, loaded down with debt, their payments in default, with large 
accumulations of interest, come to Congress fol' relief. They ask no money of the 
Government; for they know, as the Commissioner of the General Land Office says 
in his report, 11 the United States has no interest in the matter beyond protecting 
the Indians from loss." They simply say that tbey are debtors who can not pay; 
they must have a compromise 8ettlement with their creditors. '!'hey ask only to be 
permitted to adjust the balance due on their purchases, for which they are hope-
lessly in default, on the basis of the appraised valuation for which their creditors 
agreed to sell when they bought, with full interest thereon to the date of sett]ement. 
But even this they do not ask unless their creditors, considering their own advan-
tage as well, shall themselves consent that their agent may make such adjustment; 
.and upon the further condition t l1at if full payment shall not be made within three 
months from the date of such consent uy the Indians the entries in default shall be 
peremptorily canceled. 
'fhe writer of this report personally knows that most of the time since these pnr-
cha::;es were made at these excessive prices, these lanus could not have beeu sold for 
cash, if in their originally unimproved state, at. their <~ppraised v~:Lluation. The 
1)rope1·ty, as is a,lleged, is not now good security for the creditors' lien on the basis 
of the sales as wade. The proposed compromise will bring an immediate settlement, 
ap.d this, under the circumstances, is rnost important fo1· all parties in interest. ln 
the event of a f ::dlure it may be well to consider how a great compact farming com-
munity can be tlispossessed of 40,000 or more acres of land which have been converted 
from a wilderness by the labor of its members, in the midst of the hardships and 
vici situdes incident to frontier life, into improved farms and homes, with churches 
and schoolhouses, roads and bridges, and the many other adornments and conven-
iences of civilized life, which they have produced in order to secure payment. through 
enforced collections of the full measure of a debt incurred under such circumstances. 
It would seem that public policy, aud the interests of the Indians as well, demand 
. that the unnsually strong equities running in favor of these settlers should have 
.careful consideration by Congress. 
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The following statement, made up from the records of the General Land Office, 
presents the full history of the accounting in connection with the sales of these res-
ervation lands under both acts: 
One hundred and twenty thousand acres sold to actual settlers at 'the appraised 
valuation under the act of 1876, and paid for in full by the purchasers, $462,262.73, 
the same being at an average per acre of about $3.75. 
Forty thousand acres sold under the act of 1881, about five years later, at public 
.sale, iu detail: 
144 entries paid in full at prices for which·sold at public sale ........... $223,020.73 
188 entries, partial payments, under same rule......................... 108,095.76 
Balance due on 188 entries as above...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 278, 596. 27 
Total . _ ....... _ ......................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 609, 712. 76 
Average price per acre, about $15.24. 
If a readjustment shall be made upon the plan proposed by this bill, the account 
will stand as follows: · 
144 entries, fully paid at public land sale prices ........................ $223, 020. 73 
l 88 en trieR, partial payment.s on same at public sale prices...... .. . . . . . 108, 095. 76 
188 entries, balance due and unpaid on same at appraised valuation.... 82, 249. 34: 
413,365.83 
Average price per acre, about $10.40. 
The writer of this report, who has resided nearly twenty years in the county in 
Nebraska in which the larger part of this reservation is located, and has been and is 
now entirely familiar with land values in that section, stated to the committee that 
the amount ($462,262. 79) realized from the sale of the 120,000 acres under the first 
ac.t was fair valne at that time; that the amount realized, or to be realized when the 
deferred payments shall all have been made, for the sale of the 40,000 acres under 
the last act, amounting in all to date to $413,365.83, the same being at the average 
rate of about $10.40 per acre, is all that it would sell for if the reservation had never 
been opene(l ancl no part of it sold down to the present time; and whatever has 
been, or may hereafter be, paid above the appraised valuation will be excessive and 
unjust. 
In view of all the facts presented, supported by the favorable reports of the Sec-
retary of tile Interior and the Commissioner of the General Land Office, your com-
mittee recommend the passage of this merely t entative measure of re1ief. 
Herewith a,re snbmitted the Department letters, and statem~nts of account before 
referred to. 
DEPAU.TMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, MaTch 5, 1892. 
8m: I am in receipt of personal reference by Ron. A. S. Paddock, a member of the 
Committee on Public Lands, of a proposed amendment to Senate bill 782, entitled 
"A bill to provide for the adjustment of certain sales of lands in the late reservation 
of the confederated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians in the State of Nebraska 
and Kansas,'' with a request for an expression of my views thereon. With the 
amendment he submits a la,rge number of affidavits showing the circumstances under 
which the land was sold. Therefrom it is made to appear that said lands were sold 
at a much higher rate than the appraised value and at a rate in excess of the actual 
value of the land; that much of it was bid off for speculative purposes by parties 
who afterwards refused to pay for the same; that a portion of it was bid off at an 
excessive price for the ouly purpose of retaining possession of the same for grazing 
stock for three months, or until the time when the first payment became due, when 
the land was abandoned. 
In view of this condition of affairs it is alleged that parties who desired the land 
for actual settlement were forced to pay an exeessive price therefor, and it is alleged 
that a portion of said purchasers are unable to complete the payment .of the price 
bid for the land. 
'I'he amendment offered by Mr. Paddock is in substance the change recomme11ded 
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in his report on said bill, transmit-
ted you on February 8th ultimo. When I submitted you my views upon the merits 
of the hill, I did not have these affidavits before me. While I can see no good rea-
son for making a distinction between those who have paid and those who have not, 
yet I have conclndecl that in view of the showing made in the affidavits, and on 
account of the changes proposed in the bill, and the relief that will be extended to 
those who are alleged to be in need th~reof, if the Indians are willing to make the 
reduction to those who have not paid for their land I ought not to object, and hereby 
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modify my views relative to the bill expressed in my said letter and offer no objec-
tion to the passa~e of the substitute proposed. 
The affidavits tiled are herewith inclosed. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. J. N. DOLPH, 
Cl!ai1·-man Cornrnittee on Public Lands. 
JoHN W. NOBLE, &c1·eta1·y . 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Ma1·ch 15, 1892. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by reference from you, of a.n ' 'amendment intended to be pro-
posed by Mr. Paddock to the bill (S . 728) to provide for the adjustment of certain 
sales of lands in the late reservation of the confederated Otoe and Missouria tribes of 
Indians in the States of Nebraska and Kansas," with a request for an expression of 
the v iews of this Dep~~rtment thereon. 
I herewith transmit the report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office on 
said amendment, and for an expression of my views I wonld refer you to my letter 
on the same subject, dated March 5, 1892, addressed to yourself. 
Veq r espectfully, 
Hon. J. N. DOLPH, 
GEO. CHANDLER, Acting Secreta·ry. 
Cha·i1·rnan Cornm,ittee on Pnblic Lands, United States Senate. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENlDRAL LAND 0FFICF~, . 
Wa8hington, D. C.: March 24, 1892. 
SIR: In response to your verbal request of March 23, 1892, you are advised that 
the aggregate appraised value of the lands in the Otoe aud Missouria Reservation, 
covered by entries made under the act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stats., 380), on which 
full payment h as been made, is $102,328.70. 
The aggregaue appraised value of lands sold under said act for which full pay-
ment bas not yet been made is $154,367.56, and the aggregate amount bid for said 
lands is $307,426. 78. 
The payments made for lands for which full payment has not yet been made aggre-
gate $108,095.76, of which $102,817.16 represents principal :mel $5,278.60 interest. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. A. S. PAimocK, United States Senate. 
THOS. H. CARTER, Cornmissionm·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTJ~RIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., Ma1·ch 4, 1892. 
SIR: I have had the honor to receive, by reference of the 29th of February, 1892, 
from the Hon. George Chandler, First Assistant Secretary, an amendment to Senate 
bill No. 732, to provide for the adjustment of certain sales of lands in the late reser-
vation of the confederated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians in the States of 
Nebraska and Kansas, submitted to the Department by Hon. J. N. Dolph, chairman 
Senate Committee on Public Lands, and referred to me as above for report in dupli-
cate and r eturn of papers. 
Senate bill No. 782, to which this amendment is proposed, was referred to me from 
the DepartmentJ anuary 11, 1892, for report, and I made a r eport thereon accordingly, 
under date of February 1, 1892. 
It appears that one hundred and forty-four in number of the sales referred to were 
perfected by full payment of the amounts bid for the lands, and one hundred and 
eighty-eight still remain unperfected, a portion of the money being unpaid. The 
bill proposed a method of adjustment of the sales on which a portion of the money 
is unpaid. My report, before mentioned, after making a statement with reference 
to the case, concluded as follows, viz: 
I think, however, in view of all the circumstances, that some equitable adjustment 
should be made, and I would therefore suggest that with the consent of the Indians 
the existing claims should be disposed of on the following principles, viz: 
(1) In all cases in which the full amount of the appra1sed value of the land and 
the interest due, or more than that amount, has been paid, the pate]}.t should be issued 
without additional payment being r equired. 
(2) In a.Jl cases in which the full amount of the appraised value with interest has 
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not been paid the period of two years)i·om the passage of the act providing therefor 
Rhonl<l be given the parties for the payment of the deficit therein, a.ud in default of 
such payment the entries be canceled. and the lands resold, in accordance with the 
provisions of said act of March 3, 1881. 
(3) That nothing in the adjustment proposeu :,;ha.ll be regardecl as fountlation for a 
claim for the refunding of any money voluntarily paid for any of said lands, and. so 
inuring to the benefit of the Indians; and 
(4) That the proposed action shall not be taken before the consent of the Indians 
shall be given and proved to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior. 
I am of the opinion that the saicl bill, if modified as above suggested, should be 
passed. 
I have examined the amendment referred to· me as aforesaid. and find it to accord 
with the suggestions made by me as above qnoted. I see no reason to change the 
views expressed on the subject in my report on bill No. 782. I ~tm of the opinion 
that the said amendment should be adopted and the bill passe(l. 
The said amendment is herewith retnrne<l. 
Very respectfully, 
Tnos. H. CARTER, Gommissi.onm·. 
The SECRI~TARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND 0FFICJij1 
Washington, D. G., Feb?"lta1'Y 1, 1892. 
SIR: I have bad the honor to receive, by reference from the Hon. George Chandler, 
First Assistant Secretary, of the 11th ultimo, the Senate bill No. 782, entitled" A 
bill to provide for the adjustment of certain sales of lands iu the late reservation of 
the confedemted Otoe and Missouria tribes of India.ns in the States of Nebraska and 
Kansas," submitted by l-Ion. J. N. Dolph, chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Public Lands, and referred to me as above for report in duplicate and return of 
papers. 
This bill provides as follows, viz: 
That the Secretary of the Interior l>e, and he is hereby, authorized and directed 
to revise and adjust the sales of lanch; in the late reservation of the confederated 
Otoe and Missouria trilles of Indh1ns in the States of N ebra.ska ancl Kansas, provided 
by the act of Congress a11proved March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to 
be appraised and sold in the maun·er specifjed in said act, and vvhich were sold at 
public sales at the land office at Beatrice, Nebraska, in May and December, eighteen 
hundred and eighty-three, and to allow to the purchasers of said la.nds at said public 
sales, their lleirs and legal representatives, a rebate of the amounts, respectively, at 
which said lands were so sold in excess of the appraised value thereof, as shown by the 
appraisement made by the commissioners appointed and <lesigna,ted under said act; 
and such rebates shall be indorsed on the certificates and receipts of purchase, and 
on the records of the General Land Office, and all sums of principal a1,1d interest 
arising under said purchases made at said public sales shall be computed upon the 
legal price of said lands as shown by the appraisement thereof as aforesaid; ancl 
the Secretary of the Interior shall cause notice to be given to said purchasers, sev-
erally, of the amounts of the deferred payments found to be due and unpaid on their 
respective purchases after the adjustments provided for in this act shall have been . 
rgade, and in default of the payment thereof within two years from the date of the 
passage of this act, with interest thereon from the date of sale as provided in said act 
of March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, the entries of said purchasers so 
in default shall lle canceled and the lands shall be resold at not less than the 
appraised price, and in no case less than two dollars and jifty cents per acre, as pro-
vided in said act: P1·orided, however, That the consent of said Indians shall first be 
obtained to the revision and adjustment herein provided for. 
It appears that said act of March 3, 1881, provided for the appraisement of the 
lands in question, and that they should thereafter be offered for sale to actual set-
tlers at not less than the appraised value and not less than $2.50 per acre. 
In 1883 a public notice was issued under the direction of the Secretary of the Inte-
rior for the offering of said lands at public auction, to begin on Thursday, the 31st 
day of May, 1883, at 10 o'clock a.m., at the district land office at Beatrice, Nebr. 
Although the act of March 3, 1881, did not prescribe that there should be competi-
tion at public ~uction for the acquisition of title to these lands, it was held to be 
within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, and be so directed. The offer-
ing was made accordingly, and the tracts were awarded to the highest bidders 
therefor at prices greatly in excess of the appraised value, being in many instances 
more than double the amount thereof. The terms of sale prescribed were one-
quarter in cash, to become due and payable at the expiration of three months fi.·om 
the date of filing application; one-quarter in one year; one-quarter in two years, 
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and one-quarter in three ~·ears frorn date of t; a] e, with interest at the rate of five 
per cent per annum. 
A numuer of Lid<lers at the otfering of May, 1883, having faile<l to make the first 
payment, the tracts for whi eh t JJO bidders made default were reo1t'ered and awarded 
to bid<ler~:> iu December following. There have b ~ en extensions of time for making 
pay ments as follows, viz: By th e act of March 3, 1885 (23 Stats., 371), an extension of 
not exceeding two years, and by the act of August 2, 1886 (24 Stats. , 214), another 
extension of two years. 
It appears from an examiuation of the recor(ls that there are now 18~· cases on 
which tina] payment has not beeu made, and on these there is clue, on the bas is of 
the price at wldch the land was hitl for at the public sale, $202,477.44 principal and 
$76,118.83 intereAt, lllaking a total of $:278,5!:!6 .27. 
On the ba,sis of the appraised yn,luc there is <lne on said 188 cases $58;393.38 princi-
pal and $23,855.96 interest, making a total of $82,249.34, showing the difference or 
rebate provided for by the bill to be $196,346.93: 
In many cases the amonut of the appraised value with interest thereon has been 
nearly ail paid, but t his is considerably less than the a,mount of the price bid and 
interel:lt thereon for whi ch th e parties are helll. 
Of the 188 cases referre<l to there are 27 cases in which more than the amount of 
p1·incipal and interest on the appraised value has been paid, the amount of over-
payment aggregating $11,932.97, but there is still a large deficiency in the amount 
of principal and interest paid, if calculated on the price bid at ·the public sale for 
which the parties are held. 
It appea1·s that the act of March 3, 1881, did not in its terms provide for competi-
tion at rmblic sale, but did prov i<lc for an appraisement of the tracts. It further 
appears that the Commissioner of the General L and Office stated as follows in a,nswer 
to inquiries: 
[Commissioner McFarlaucl t o Ron. ::N. Ford, House of ·Represe).ltat.ives, December 27, 1881.] 
I have the honol' to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from you, of a letter 
from G. R. Hedman, esq., dated Guilford, Mo., December 12, 188l, in which h e asks 
the following questions relat ive to the Otoo and Missouria Heservation in Kansas and 
Nebraska: · 
"(1) When ·wm it be open to settlemenU 
" ( 2) Will it be sold to actual settlers only~ 
"(3) Will it be sold for cash or in payments ~ 
"(4) What will be the price p er acre ~ 
"(5) Will it be sold a.tpuulic auction on the reservation, or at some localland office ~" 
In reply I have to state: 
(1) This office is unable to state whon these lands will be open for settlement 
and purchase. The preliminary acts required by the act of March 3, 1881, as to ap-
praisement have not as yet been carried out, :;md pending such action an agent 
bas been appointed by authority of tho Department for the express purpose of pro-
tecting the reservation from intruders. 
(2) They are to be sold to actual settlers or persons who shall make oath before 
the r egister or receiver of the land office at Beatrice, Nebr., that they intend to 
occupy the land for authority to purchase which they make application, and who 
.shall within three months from the date of such application make a permanent set-
tlement upon the same, in tracts not exceeding 160 acres to each purchaser. 
(3) 1'hese lands are to be sold for cash, or if~ in the judgment of the Secretary of 
the Interior, it shall be more advantageous to sell them on deferred payments, he 
may dispose of the same upon the following terms as to payments: One-quarter in 
cash, one-quarter in one year, one-quarter in two years, and one-quarter in three 
years from date of sale, with interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum. 
(4) The price per acre is fixed by appraisement, but in no case can they be sold at 
less than $2.50 per acre. 
(5) They will not be offered at publie sale, but will be subject to entry through 
the United States public land office at Beatrice, Nebr. (Copp's Public Land Laws, 
edition of 1882, vol. 2, p.1352.) • 
The Commissioner's statement, as above, tended to convey the impression that 
there would be no public sale, but that the price to be paid was that fixed by the 
appraisement. Moreover, the statute made the right of purchase depend upon set-
tlement on the lands, thereby introducing the preemption principle iu favor of set-
tlers, which is understood to exclude the offering of tracts to the hi~hest bidder. It 
would seem, therefore, that up to a short time before the date of sale the parties 
intending to become settlers on the land bad reason to suppose that if they could 
become settlers they would be exempt from the necessity of entering into competition 
with others for the purchase of the lands, and it would be reasonable to suppose that 
they made arrangements accordingly, supposing that the appraised value would be 
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all they would have to pa.y. The pnrpose of making a.praisoment must have been 
to arrive at at least a fair approximation to tl1e value of the land. 
It appears, however, that the intending settlers being put to the Hecessity of either 
entering into competition with opposing bidders or relinquisldng tlle prospect of 
obtaining homes on the land, which the law held ont to them, voluntarily chose the 
former, and bid for the laml much more than twice the estimated or appraised value. 
It is now alleged that they are unable to pay the a.mount of their 1Ji1ls with the 
accummnlated interest, and that if this is insisted on, it will result in their losing 
their homes on the lantls, involving great hardships to them ~md their families. 
The United States has no interest in the matter beyond protecting the Indians 
from loss. It is alleged that the latter will consent to any equitable a tljnstment 
that ma.y be proposed. 
The lands having been offered to the highe!:lt hidcler at the sales h eld in May and 
December, 1883, the terms and conditions of which were doubtless lmown to the 
would-be purchasers, as notice had been published in several newspapers i·n the 
vicinity, I am of the opinion, as has lJeeu heretofore held l1y this offiee, that the pur-
chasers may he held to make payment of the price bid by them at the sale. 
I think, however, in view of all the circumstances, that some eqnita.hle adjustment 
should be made, and I would, therefore, snggest that with the consent of the Indians, 
the existing claims sllould be clisposed of on the following principles, vi>~: 
(1) In all cases in which the full amount of the ~tppraised Yalue of the land and 
the interest due, or more than that amount, has been paid, the patent should l.Je 
issued without additimml payment being required. 
(2) In all cases in -which tile full amount of the appraised va1ue with interest has 
not been paid, the period of two years from the passage of the act providing therefor 
shonlcl be given the parties for the payment of the deficit therein, and in default of 
such payment the entries be canceled and the lands resold in accordance with the 
provisions of said act of March 3, 1881. 
(3) That nothing in the adjustment proposeLl shall be regarded as foundation for 
a claim for the refunding; of any money voluntarily paid for any of said lands, and so 
inuring to the h~netit of the Indians; and 
(4) '!'bat the proposed action shall not be taken before the consent of the Indians 
shall be given and proved to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior. 
I am of the opinion that the said bill, if modifierl as above suggested, should be 
passed. The l.Jill is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 'l'HOS. H. CAR;l'lm, 
Commissionm·. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Your committee also adopt and submit from the report of the Senate Committee 
on Indian Affairs, No. 653, the following: 
It seems to be conceded that the lands of the Otoe and Missouria Reservation were 
under the la.w carefnlly and honestly appraised at their fair value and in many cases 
higher than their cash value, and that nuder the excitement an<l competition of pub-
lic sales the lan1ls sold as a general thing not only far beyond the appl·aisemc~nt hut 
for much more than their rea.l va.lue. Much testimony of value will be found on 
pages 3 and 4 of Report No. 4'15. 
In addition to the testimony referred to the following additional testimony has 
come to your con~mittee: 
This is to certify that it appears by the records of this office that on the 14th day of 
July, 1~91, the following-described land, situate<l on the Otoe and Mii';sonria Reserva-
tion, in Gage County, Nebraska, were appraised by the ottths of D. H. Mercer, F. M. 
Jacques, and \V. R. Jones, resident freeholders of Gage County, to wit: The north-
east quarter (i) of the , outheast quarter (i ) and the sonth one-half (~- ) of section 
eighteen (1~), township one (1), range (8), cont:tiuing three hnnched awl sixty (360) 
acres, said appraisement being made nt three thonsan<l dollars ($3,000). 
Also, on the 6th day of August, A. D . 1~90, the nortllweBt quarter (i) of section 
fifteen (15), township one (1), mnge eight (8), containing one hnndre<l ancl six:t.y acres 
and located on the Otoe and Mit;Sotuia H.eservation, was appraised by the oaths of 
R. L. Gnnuter, G. R. Foster, an<l W. R. Jones, resident freehol<lers of said Gage County, 
said appraisec1 valne being one thousand dollars ($1,000). 
I, R. W. Laflin, clerk of the district court of Ga.ge County, Nebr., do hereby certify 
that the above is a true and correct cop,y of the records as appears in this office as 
to the appraisement of above-described lands. 
[SEAL.] · H. W. LAFLiN, Cleric of Di.strict Co·u1·t. 
By ORLANDO SWAIN, Deputy. 
The first piece of land r eferred to is all nnder cnltivation, fenced, and good orchard 
thereon, and lies within 1 mile of Barneston; valued $8.33 per acre. 
The second piece of land is valued at $6.25 per acre and lies 3t miles from Barnes-
ton. It has 48 acres umler cultivation; is fen ced and cross fenced. 
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BARNESTON, NEBR., May 2nd, 1892. 
To whom it may concern: 
This is to certify that the following statement is made for the purpose of correcting 
an impression that appears to have been made by a statement of mine concerning the 
selling price of a certttin farm on tile Otoe and Missonria Reservation. It appears 
that I have been understood to say that the seHing price of the farm in question was 
forty dollars ($40) per acre, and that it was wild and unimpr0ved land. So far as 
the price per acre is concerned it is correct; but as to the land being unimproved 
exactly the reverse is true. The farm is one of the best improved farms in this coun-
try, every foot of whieh is under the highest state of cultivation. It has a Hue young 
orchard nnd vineyard t!Jm·eon, an<l is eompletely equipped in the matter of fences 
and farm buildings; furthermore, the buyer, who is a German, was partly induced 
to pay this unusual price on accouut of the farm being situated in the midst of a 
GeriiJan colony, where his ueighbors were all eithe1· his kinsmen or his countrymen, 
where he woul<l live within oue-balf mile of a schoolhouse and within a mile of a 
church of his own denomination, and within two miles of Barnestown, a railroad 
market town. 
F. M. BARNES. 
STATE OF NEBRASKA, Gage Co'unty, 88: 
· H. Y. Underbill, being first dnly sworn, deposes and sa.ys that be is the present 
owner of the northwest q narter of section thirty (30), township one (1), range eight 
(8); that its appraised value was $4,.50 per acre, and it was bid off at the land sale 
for $10.85 p er acre. The appraisement seems to me to have been jnst and right, and 
all that was bid over th e appraif:>cd price was in excess of its actual market va.lue. 
A farm adjoining my farm, lying; h·ss than two miles from Barnestowll, a railroad 
town, was last year sold for a tri1ie lesR than $19 per acre. This farm is all under 
• culti\' ation, barring about six acres, and is of average fertility, having runuing 
water on it, beRi<les a small house, stable, corncribs, etc ., thereon at the time of its 
sale. 
I furthermore believe tha.t the appmiRetl Yalue was a fa.ir average price for the 
market vnlue of the land at the time of its sale. 
H. Y. U!IODERHILL • 
. Snbscl'ibetl a.ucl swon1 to before me this 5th day of May, 1892. 
[SEAL.] ED. S. MI~~LEH, Xotary Pnblic. 
STATE 01<' NEBHAI:iKA, Gage Connty, 88: 
Joseph Bowhay, beiug tirst cluly sworn, deposes nnd says that he OIYDR and occu-
pies as a fn,rnt an<l home the southeast quarter of section h.-enty-nine (28), township 
one (1 ), range eigltt (8), situated on the Otoe arHl Missouri ReserYatioJI; that my 
farm was appraiserl at $6.75 per acre and sold n,t the lnn<l Ralc for $10.75 per acre; 
that it is n1y firm belief t lw,t if the land were now in its wild and nncultiva.te<1 con-
dition, withont any imprmrements thereon or surrounded hy Hueh advantages as 
roads, b1·idges, scboolho11ses, a11d railroad market towns, that it would not be worth 
over seven (7) dollars per acre 1"-day. 
J OSEPII BOWHA Y. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of May, A. D. 1892. 
[SEAL.] ED. S. MILLER, Nota1·y Public. 
STATE OF NEBRASKA, Gage Cu1111ty, .88: 
John Beal, being first r1nly sworn, deposes and says th~Lt he is the preseDt owner 
an<l oceupier of the northeast quarter of sectiou twenty (20), towusbip one (1), 
range eight (8), of the Otoe an<l Missonri Reservation . 
That this land was apprai s<;rl at $6.50 per acre, and bid off at the land sale at 
$14.37 per acre . I l•elicve the appraisement m1s a very f~tir a11d just Ynlnation of the 
laud 011 its merits, and tllut if my farm were iu its vriginal wild ~m el nucultivated 
eondition, without such suJTouulling a.dva.11t<1ges as haY<~ been placed there since 
the res~:rva.tion has been opene<l for set.tlcm~·nt, t.hese lall<ls wonl<l now be worth less 
than ejgbt dollars ($8) per aero. 
JOHN BEAL. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th clay of May, A. ]), 1892. 
[SEAL.] ED. S. MILLER, Notw·y Pnblic. 
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STATE OF NEBRASKA, Gage County, 88: 
Anton Pribyl, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the present 
-owner and occupies for a farm and home the northwest quarter of section six (6), 
township one (1), ran~;e eight (8), located on the Otoo and Missouri Reservation; 
the appraised value ot said land was r:;ix (6) dollars per acre, and was bid off at the 
land sale for $12.05 cents p er acre. 
I believe that if the land were wild and without the improvements that I made 
upon it it would not bring to-day, on the market, ten dollars ($10) per acre. I can 
ibuy unimproved land in this vicinity, nearer market, for twelve dollars and fifty 
{)ents ($12.50) per acre. 
ANTON PRIBYL. 
Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 5th day of May; A. D. 1892. 
[SEAL.] ED. S. MILLER, Notm·y Public. 
STATE OF NEBRASKA, Gage County, 88: 
Frank Fischer, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: That he is the present 
owner of the southwest quarter, section sis: (6), township one (1), range seven (7), 
·on the Otoe and Missouri Heservation. 
That the appraised value of my farm was r:;ix (6) dollars per acre, and was bid off 
at $12.50 per acre at the land sale. I am satisfied that if my farm were placed on 
the market to-da.y, without the improvements that I have put upon it, that I would 
not be able to realize over eight dollars ($8) per acre 1herefi·om. That if the land 
were in its original uncultivated condition, without such improvements as roads, 
bridges, etc., that the settlers have placed thereon, the average value of the entire 
reservation lands, on the present market, would fall below ten dollars ($10 i per 
acre. 
FRANK FISCHER. 
Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 5th day of May, A. D.1892. 
[ SEAL.] ED; S. MILLER, N otar·y Public. 
STATE OF NimH.ASKA, Gage County, 88: 
Edwarcl Roberts, being first duly S\vorn, deposes and says that in the spring of 
1883, just prior to the opening of the Otoe and Missouri Reservation, I purchased an 
-eighty-acre farm, adjoining the reservation, for which I paid six: hundred dollars 
($600) in cash. Seventy-eight acres of this land was, at the time of purchase, under 
·cultivation, ten acres being sown in winter wheat; also about twenty acres in grow-
ing corn. There was also on this piece of land a good young orchard. 
I was also well acquainted with the selling price of lands in that vicinity, and 
know that six dollars ($6) p er n,cre was a fair market price for lands adjoining the 
reservation. 
EDWARD ROBERTS. 
Subscribed and swom to before me this 5th day of May, 1892. 
[SEAL.] · ED. S. MILT.ER, Notary P~t.blic. 
James M. Howe, being first duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he 
is the owner, and now occupies as a home the southwest quarter of section 5, town-
·ship 1, range 8, Gage County, Nebrctska, on Otoe and M. Res. 
The appraised value of this laud was seven ($7.00) dollars per acre, and it was 
bid off a,t the land sale at fourteen ($14.12) ·iVo dollars per acre. Twenty-five dol-
lars per acre would be a high valuation of its present cash value; indeed, I would 
anticipate considerable difficulty in finding a cash buyer at these figures, while 
under a forced sale it would be hard t.o get over $20.00 per acre. I know by reason 
·Of having kept an accurate book account that I have expended over $2,500.00 in 
money improving this farm, besides my own labor and time for eight years, which 
has not been taken into account. 
According'to my best judgment I do not believe that the reservation lands would 
bring to-day on an average over $8.00 per acre were they in their original wild and 
unimproved conclition. 
JAMES M. HOWE. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of May, 1892. 
[SEAL.] Eo. S. MILLEn, Nota1·y Public. 
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This testimony shows very conclusively that those lands sold under the excitemen 
of a public sale that should neve1· have been held, and was a departure from the law 
for far beyond what they should h ave brought. 
The report of the Committee on Public Lands sets forth the llesire of the pur-
chasers of these landR as follows: 
"And now, after nearly t en years, these men, who have struggled against droughts, 
short crops, and low prices of farm products, loaded down with debt, their payments. 
in default, with large accumulations of interest, come to Congress for relief. They 
ask no money of the Government; for they know, as the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office says in his report, 'the United States has no interest in the matter 
beyond protecting the Indians from loss. ' They simply say that they are debtors 
who can not pay; they must have a compromise settlement with their creditors. 
They ask only to be permitted to acljut~t t he balance due on their purchases, for 
which they are hopelessly in default, on the basis of the appraised valuation for 
which their creditors agreed to sell when they bought, with fnll interest thereon to-
the date of settlement. 
"But even this they do not ask nnless their creditors, consideri ug their own advan-
tage as well, shall themselves consent that their agent may make such adjustment; 
and upon the further condition that if full payment shall not be made within three 
months from the date of such consent by the Indians the entries in default shall be-
p eremptorily canceled." 
The bill as originally r eferred to this committee is as follows: 
A BILL to provide tor the adjustment of certain sales of lands in the late r eser.vation of the con-
federated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians in the States of Nebraska and Kansas. 
Be it enacted by th e Senate and Hottse of Representatives of the United States of Amm·ica 
in Congress assemblecl, That the Secretary of the Interior be, aud he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to revise and adjust on principles of equity the sales of lands in the 
late reservation of the confederated Otoe aml Missouria tribes of Indians in the States. 
of Nebraska and Kansas, provided by the act of Congress approved Mareh third, 
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to be appraised and sold in the manner specified 
'in said act, anll which were sold at public sales at the land office at Beatrice, 
Nebraska, in May and December, eighteen hundred and eighty-three, and in his dis-
cretion, the consent of the Indians having first been obtained in such ma.nner and 
under such r egulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe and approve, 
to allow to the purchasers of said lauds at said public sales, their heirs and legal 
representatives, rebates of the amounts, respectively, pnid, or agreed to be paid, by 
said purchasers: Provided, That such rebates shall in no case exceed the price for· 
which said tracts of land were severally sold in excess of the a.ppntised value thereof, 
as shown by the appraisement made by the commissioners appointed and designated 
under said act. 
SEC. 2. As soon as practicable after such adjustments, such rebates, if any shall be 
allowed, shall be severally indorsed on the certificates and receipts of purchase, and 
on the records of the General Land Office, and the Secretary of the Interior shall 
cause notice to be given to said purchasers, severally, of the amounts of the deferredi 
payments found to be dne and unpaid on t,heir respective purchases under such 
adjustments. And in default of the payment in cash of the amounts thus found to 
be severally due within one year from the date of the issuance of such notice, with 
interest thereon from the date of such adjustments, the entries of any of said 
purchasers so in default shall be canceled and the lands shall be resold at not less 
than the appraised price, and in no case less th~m two dollars and fifty eents per 
acre, as provided in said act; and wher<~ lands have been fully paid for and rebate 
of the purchase money has been allowed by the Secretary of the Interior, h o shall 
pay said money, within t,hree months, to said purchaser, his heirs or legal represent-
atives, out of any money in the Treasury derived from the fund received from the 
sale of said lands, the s~Lme to be paid on the requisition of the Secretary of the· 
Interior. 
The amendment to the bill proposed by the committee is as follows: 
On page 3, line 13, after the word "obtained," insert the following: "in such man-
ner and under such regulations as the .Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe ~md 
approve." 
EXHIBIT D. 
lH. R. 9146, Fifty-fourth Congress, first session.) 
A BILL to provide for the revision and adjustment of the sales of the Otoe and Missouria Reserva-
tion lands, in the States of Kansas and Nebraska, and to confirm the titles under said eales. 
Be i,t enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatit•es of the United States of Ame1'ica-
in Cong1·eas assernbled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,. 
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authorized and directed to revise and adjust on principles of equity the sales of lands 
in the late reservation of the confederated Otoe and Missouria tribes of Indians, in 
the States of Nebraska ancl Kansas, provided by the act of Congress approved March 
third, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to be appraised and sold in the manner 
specified in said act, and which were sold at public sales at the land office at Beatrice, 
Nebraska, in May and December, eighteen hundred and eighty-three, and allow to 
the purchasers of said lands at said public sales, their heirs and legal representa-
tives, rebates of the amounts respectively paid or agreed to be paid by said pur-
chasers: PTovidell, That such rebates shall in each case equal the price for which 
said tracts of land were severally sold in excess of the appraised value there0f as 
shown by the appraisement made by the commissioners appointed and designated 
under said act. · 
SEc. 2. That as soon as practicable after such adjustments such rebates shall be 
severally indorsed on the certificates and receipts of purchase, and on the records of 
the General Lanrl. Office, and the Secretary of the Interior shall cause notice to be 
given to said purchasers severally of the amounts of tbe deferred payments found to 
be due and unpaid on their respective purchases under such adjustments; and in 
default of the payment in cash of the amounts thus found to be severally due within 
one year from the date of the issuance of such notice, with interest thereon from the 
date of such adjustments, the entries of any of said purchasers so in default shall be 
canceled and the lands shall be resold at not less than the appraised price, and in no 
case less than two dollars and :fifty cents per acre, as provided in said act; and 
where lands have been fully paid for and ·rebate of the purchase money bas been 
allowed by the Secretary of the Interior, he shall pay said money within three 
month~:~ to said purchaser, his heirs or legal representatives, out of any money in the 
Treasury derived from the fund received from the sale of said lands, the same to be 
paid on the requisition of the Secretary of the Interior. 
SEC. 3. That in all cases of such sales in which the full amount of the appraised 
value of the lands sold and the interest thereon has been paid, and the sales are in 
all other respects regular, the title of the settler, his heirs or legal representatives, 
shall be, and the same is hereby, in all things approved and confirmed, and patents 
shall issue for the same, as in similar cases of final payment under the land laws of 
the United States, without additional payment being required therefor: P1·ovided, 
however, That nothing contained in this act shall be construed to create any liability 
or obligation on the part of the United States, either directly or indirectly, to or in 
favor of any tribe of Indians or members thereof, or to ~r in favor of any person or 
persons whomsoever. . 
SEc. 4. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act 
are hereby repealed. 
EXHIBIT E. 
[Honse Revort No. 2237, ]'ifty-fourth Congress, first cession.] 
The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 9146) to 
provide for the revision and adjustment of the sales of the Otoe and Missonria Res-
ervation lands in the States of Kansas and Nebraska, and to coniirm the titles under 
said sales, having had the same under careful consideration, beg leave to report the 
bill back to the House with amendments, and recommend that as amended the bill 
do pass. 
The facts and conclusions in support of this recommendation are fairly summarized 
in the preamble to the bill as introduced. . 
The original Otoe and Missouria Reservation, containing abont 162,000 acres, is 
situated in the States of Kansas and Nebraska, mainly the latter. 
Under the act of August 15, 1876, authority was given for the sale of 120,000 acres 
of the reservation, and the same was sold. The essential proviRions of that act are 
substantially as follows: With the consent of the Indians the lands were to be sur-
veyed and afterwards appraised by three commissioners, one of whom was required 
to be designated by the Indians in open council. After survey and appraisement 
the lands were authorized to be sold for cash to actual settlers in tracts not exceed-
ing 160 acres to each, at not less than the appraised value, and in no case less than 
$2.50 per acre; provided, however, that in the discretion of the Secretary of . the 
Interior, the Indians consenting, they might be sold upon deferred payments, to wit: 
One-third cash, one-third in one year, and one-third in two years from the date of 
sale, proceeds to be placed to the credit of said Indians in the United States 
Treasury, with interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum, to be expended for the 
benefit of said tribes, under direction of the Secretary of the Interior. The sales to 
be made at the United States land office at Beatrice, Nebr., certified plats bein()' 
there filed, and the sales to be conducted in all essential respects as public-land 
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sales, subject only to the special limitations of the act as above described. These 
lands were so sold at the appraised value in each and every case. 
In all cases of contest, and there were many, all questions as to actual settlement, 
etc., were determined by the general principles and the rules and regulations of the 
General Land Office governing cases arising under the preemption law. The settler 
purchasers, therefore, had to deal directly and only with the United States Land 
Office, which had exclusive jurisdiction, under the Secretary of the Interior, with the 
whole subject of the sale, settlement, payment, and procurement of patents for the 
same as if these. lands had been public lands. 
The act of 1881, under which the remainder of the reservation (about 42,000 acres) 
was sold, was, in all its essential provisions, a duplication of tqe act of 1~76, under 
which the lands before described were sold. The Indians, in the latter as in the 
former case, designated an Indian, a member of the consolidated tribes, as one of the 
three commissioners to appraise the lands. 
It is claimed that in both cases the appraisement was higher than these or similar 
adjacent lands could have been sold for for cash at the time. Indeed, that it was 
conceded by the Indians themselves that the appraisement was most satisfactory; 
that they were delighted with it, and that the universal judgment of local owners 
of and dealers inlands in that neighborhood was that the appraisement was too high. 
One of those real estate speculative waves that sometimes sweep over the country 
reached Nebraska aml Kansas ~Lbout the time those lands were appraised, and when 
the sale finally occurred it was at flood. tide. It did not last long, but it did not 
commence to recede until after the poor men who hatl been long waiting to secure 
homes on these lands, and who had made their selections and all their arrangements 
to locate thereupon, were caught and overwhelmed by it. At snch a time, without 
due consideration, the rnle governing sales which bad obtaine(l under the :first act, 
and which had resulted so satisfactorily to the Indians and all others concerned, was 
set aside and they were ordered to be sold under the latter act at pnblic sale to the 
highest bidder in each and every case. It was wholly unexpected by those who had 
made selections and \Yere waiting to make their settlements ancl establish their 
homes upon these lands through individual dealing with the land office direct, as had 
been done un(]er the first act, and was plainly contemplaterl by the latter. 
The act of 1876 was the tirst which provided for a sale of IncUan resenation lands 
to actual settlers only, and in limited quantities. It introduced a new departure 
with respect to these lands. 
Not only do these acts in .phra.seology follow the general principles relating to the 
bod.v of preemption laws, but attention is c:ylled to the fact that the general policy 
of the Government, more and more clearly defined in successive acts of legislation, 
has been to eliminate every feature permitting Rpeculatiou in pnblic lands, and in 
every way possible favoring the home seeker and home builder. 
The general doctrine of free homes to actual settlers is now a ti.xed and settled 
principle of our land laws. The free-home bill which passed the House of Repre-
sentatives at the present session will serve as the latest exa.mple. It is insisted that 
under the law and the general policy of the Govemment respecting public lands the 
reservation should have ueen disposed of at private instead of public sale, and that 
no authority existed for exposiug the lands at competitive sale. This was the view 
taken by the then Commissioner of the Genera.] Land Office. 
About the 1st of January, 1882, nearly ten months after the passage of the act, in 
answer to a letter from Hon. W. Ford, of the House of Representatives, the then 
Commissioner, referring to the proposed sale of these lands, said: "They will be 
sold to actual settlers, etc. The price per aCTe is :fixed by appraisement, but in no 
case can they be sold at less than $2.50 per acre. They will not be offered at public 
sale, but will be subject to entry through the United States public land office at 
Beatrice, Nebr." 
Commenting on this statement, which was generally published in the newspapers 
throughout that part of Nebraska and Kansas in which these lands are located, a 
.subsequent Commissioner says: 
''The (then) Commissioner's statement, as above, intended to convey the impression 
that there would be no public sale, but that the pricn to be paid was that fixed by 
the appraisement. Moreover, the statute made the right of purchase depend upon 
settlement on the lands, thereby introducing the preemption principle in favor of 
settlers, which is understood to f)XClnde the offering of tracts to the highest bidder. 
It would seem, therefore, that up to a short time before the date of sale the parties 
intending to become settlers npon the land bad reason to suppose that if they could 
become settlers they would be exempt from the necessity of entering into competi-
tion with others for the purchase of the lands, and it would be reasonable to suppose 
that they made arrangements accordingly, supposing that the appraised value would 
be all they would have to pay/' 
In total disregard not only of the spirit and letter of the law, but the official assur-
ances of the Commissioner after the survey and appraisement of the lands had been 
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completed, to the complet~ snrprise of tho intending settlers the General Land Office 
issued an order for a public sale. Hon. Thomas H. Carter, Commissioner, comments 
as follows upon this action and the conse(]nences 'flowing therefrom : 
"In 1883 a public notice was issued under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Interior for the offer ing of said lands for sale at public auction, to begin on Thursday, 
the 31st cby of May, 1883, at 10 o'clocl{ a.m., at the district land office at Beatrice, 
Nebr. Although the act of March 3, 1881, did not prescribe that there should be 
competition at public auc6on for the acquisition of title to these lands, it was held 
to be within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, and he so directed. The 
offering was made accordingly, and the tractA were ::twarded to the highest bidders 
therefor, at prices greatly in excess of the appraised valne, being in many instances 
more than double the amount thereof." 
In addition to these facts it appears that when the lands were put up at public 
auction the sale was controlled by a mob of disorderly, intoxicated, a11d irresponsi-
ble persons; and the inteniling settlers seeking to secure lands of their selection and 
on which they h::td previously made settlement in accordance with the spirit and pur-
pose of the law, were brought into unfair competition a,nd serious menace from the 
mob which had gathered for the purpose of speculation and making trouble and not 
or the purpose of making actual settlement of the lands through bona fide purchase. 
It also appears the Commissioner of the General Land Office was present a t the sale, 
endeavored as best be could to protect the bona fide intending settlers, and assured 
them, in his official capacity, that no advantage would be taken of t.he excessive 
billcling, and that in tl1e end t lle Government would make a fair and reasonable 
adjustment and exact no more from the purchasers th::tn the real and appraised value 
of said lands. Tile settlers relied npon these assurances, mad~} the bids necessary to 
secnre the lands, entere<l npon thern, and Lave reduced them to a high sta,te of cul-
tivation. The community in which they reside is one of the best improvecl in so nth-
ern Nebraska. Farms have been opened, schoolhouses, clmrches, villages, roads, 
and bridges ltave been built. The improvements aloiJe constitute more t.han one-
half the present valuo of the land. 
A compntation made by the Commissioner of the General Land Office on February 
1, 1894-, sho\Ye<l tLat the appraised value of tbe 42,261.54 acres sold at the last sale 
was $256,ti87.07, while the price at which they were bid off aggregates $516,851.52. 
There had at that date (.B ebrum:y 1, 1894) been paid $322,075.70 principal and 
$28,253.51 interest, making a total of $350,329.21. There remained then due, upon 
the basis of the price at which the lauds were bhl, $194,775.82 principal, and interest 
thereon computed to February 1, 1894, $100,432.91, making a total of $295,208.73. 
At this time, therefore, tb ere is <lne, in ronn<l nnmhers, about $320,000. 
At the appraise1l valne, however, there remained due on February 1, 189!1, includ-
ing all interest, less than $80,000. 
Under the act of 1876, 120,000 acres of this reservation were sold to actual settlers 
at the appraiHecl Y~tluation, aggregating $4-62,262.73, or only $3.75 per acre. Those 
who are fa11dlinr with land ,·alncs t estify this was a fair pdce aL the time and en-
tirely satisfactory to all parties i11 intnrest. The remaining 42,261 acres sold under 
the act of 1881, only tive years later, if closed out on the basis of the bids, exclusive 
of interest, will amonnt to nearly $15 p er <tcre, or nearly four times a s mnch as was 
realized per acre from tho major pa.rt of tLe reservation. 
It is not oven contend ed t lt at the qnality of the lauds comprised in the latter sale 
was better than of the la.ncb in th(! 1irAt sale. The lauds, improved and enriched, 
not onl,v by the labor:-~ or an industrious people dnriug the years which have follow.ed 
t)feir settlement, twt in many <·nses by the a.<lclition of the savings of a lifetime, ' 'vill 
not sell for enongh to pay the halance dne on the lJaRis of their bids . 
From this sitnple Rtatement it is a.ppare11t the settlers can not pay out. The bur-
den is greater thnn they can hear. To insist npon such payment means not a sale to 
honest settlers, b11t a confiscation of all t.hese people have. It is not a payment to the 
Indians of their (lnes, it. is a forced conveyance to them of the property of the whites 
for which the Incbans have gi ,·en no eqnivaleut . It me<tns a wholesale eviction of 
this community from the homes they have bnilt up. 
In thi s connection attention is called to the fact that the f' ettlers having, under 
the law, pnrchased and made the first paymeut in cash, been placed in peaceable 
and rightful possession, the remainillg payments being <leferrecl and bearing inter-
es·t, have, nnder recognized and well-establislled principles of law, a vested interest 
in the lands. It follows tl1eir titles can not be summarily forfeited and an 
ouster enforced \Yithout process of law, but, on the contrary, tl::.eir titles can be extin-
guished and they onsted of possession only by decree of a court of competent juris-
diction and sale under s1i.ch decree. ln other words, almost endless delay ancl liti-
_gation, involving enormous expense, loss, and snff'ering, wonld follow an attempt on 
the part of the Government to enforce the pr0.sent claims made against the settlers. 
Neither the Government, the Indians, nor the settlers can in t.he end profit by a 
.course so drastic and unjustifiable. 
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No authority of law existed for tho sale of any p ar t of these lands at any pr ice 
other than the ::tppraised value. The bids in excess of such appraised valne were 
simply void. The law in force ::tt· the time must govern the transaction . The set-
tlers are bound by every bunlen wl.tich it imposes. They are, on the other hauf1, 
entitle1l to all the benefits it confers. Tho Government can not be a party to a 
despoiling of its own citizens. It should not plead in its justification the unauthor-
ized action of its own officers. If the Government, acting for itself, can not take 
advantage of its own citizens, it is equally inef]_uitablc for it to undertake such 
course in the interest of the Indians and against its own citizens. 
The Indians are entitled to the appraised va.lue of their lands-an appraisement 
with which they were perfectly sa,tistiell-together with interest on such n.ppra.isecl 
value to the time of payment. 't'hey are entitled neither in ln.w nor equity t .o one 
cent more. This amount the settlers are ready and willing to pay. Simple justice 
requires the adjustment provided for by this bill. · 
The measure is in direct line with the policy which has goverrre1l the Congress in 
the entire course of its legislation respecting the public la.nds. It i~-> in consonance 
with every principle of equity a.nd fair dealing. 
Your commit.tee therefore r ecommend tha.t the bill be amendetl by Rtriking ont the 
preamble and inserting the following after the worfl "therefor" in line 8, section 3, 
paO'e 6: ~Provided, however, Th11t nothingc ontainetl in this act shall be construed to create 
any liability or obligation on the part of the United States, either directly or iucli-
rectly, to or in favor of any tribe of Indians or member thereof, or to or in favor of 
any person or persons whomsoevee." · 
EXHIBIT F. 
Sm: Under yonr instructions, I left \Vn.shiugton on November 9, 1895, to visit the 
lands in the State of Nebraska formerly belonging to the Otoe and Missouria tribes 
of India.ns, and which were sold nuder the provisions of the act of Congress appro ,·ed 
March 3, 1881 (21 Stat. L., 380). 
I spent nine days on these lauds and in the immerlia.te neighborhood, in which time 
I saw each quarter section of the lanu and talked with a large number of the 
occupants. 
From an e:mmination of the records aud information gained iu other ways, I am 
satisued tha.t about 40 per cent of the original purchasers still hold antl occupy the 
land they first bought. Probably more thttn this proportion are still resitling within I 
the boundaries of the lands sold, bec:tnSA in several instances original purchasers 
exchanged lands; in others, one who sold the tract h e originally bought afterwards 
acquired other la.nds there. These tru.nsfcrs began soon after the sale in 1883, and 
have continued up to the present time. 
I would say about 90 per cent of the present claimu.nts of these lands are occupy-
ing them as homesteads, while of the remaining ones about all live in Gage County, 
where these lands are situatell. The number of improved farms to be found there, 
as well as the extent and value of the improvements, are far beyon1l what would be 
expected upon a body of lands so recently· openeJ. to settlement. 
Practically all this la.ud is under cultivation, and the yearly rental value of it 
m;:ty, I think, be correctly stated at $2.50 per a.cre. Owing to t.ho fact that there 
have been two successive failures of crops there, it is more difficult just now than 
it usually is to rent for money. It is difficult to determine the present value of these 
lands. Sales have been made, within the last three years: at prices varying from 
$20 to $40 per acre, but just at this time there is very little demand for land iu this 
part of the State. I am of the opinion, however, that these lauds shonld be valned 
at from $15 to $30 per acre, after deducting the value of the buildings, and that a fair 
average valuation would be the average between these two prices-that is, $22.50 per 
acre. This price includes, of course, tho cost of subduing the wild nature of the 
land, which requires two or three years of culti va,tion, anrl would not, in ordinary 
crop years, much exceell the returns realized from crops raised. 
The reasons for failnre to pay for these lands are numerous. 
The men who bought had, as a rule, only means :.mfficient to make such improve-
ments as were required and pay the first insta.llmeut of the purchase price,-in fact, 
many of them borrowed the money for the first pa.vment. One buying under these 
conditions could not hope to pay out unless favored with a succession of good crops 
and good prices for those crops. These people have bot.h crop failures and low 
prices. 
The crop failures affected those who had some money to begin with as well as 
those who hau no means. In the years 1884 to 1889 the crops were good and many 
could have then paid for their. lands much more readily than they can now. In the 
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years 1890 to 1895 there was hut one full crop, that of 1892, while in the years of 
1894 and 1895 the failures were almost total. 
These people, or many of them, encouraged by tlte bright prospect ahead, as judged 
by the ~'deld for the first few years after the sale, expenued comparatively large sums 
in making improvements on their farms, while this expenditure gave evidence of 
their good faith and intention to make the land purchased a permanent home, yet it 
undoubtedly affected their abnity to complete payments for t.ho lan<l. 
Again, it has been so frequently asserted that they would finally secure tile land 
at the appraised value that they have come to believe such is the case and :Bave, for 
this reason, fa.ilell to make the effort they would otherwh;e have made to complete 
the payments. 
Those who have beeu most active in their efforts to secnre a rebate on the price of 
these lauds have sought to persuade any who might have been able to make their 
payments from so doing, on the ground that such a course would weaken to that 
extent the common cause. Undoubtedly this argnment has been persuasive in some 
cases. 
While these things have had their influence, yet the failnre and inability to pay 
now is, in my opinion, due maiuly to the repeated failures of crops. They have no 
grain to sell or even to feed what stock they formerly had, and haYe consequently 
been compelled to dispose of that stock. This leaves them without anything upon 
which money can be realized. 
Those purchasers who have not paicl up are not, in my ,j nclgment, entitled to any 
greater considera,tion than those who have paid. The latter, in many cases, have 
borrowed the money to make their payments ancl are paying for it a larger rate of 
interest than the deferred payments would have drawn. One who bas failed to 
meet his obHgations to the Government is not entitled to auy more consideration 
than one who has met them by assuming more lmrclensonw ones in another direction. 
The above covers the points suggested before I visited the lands as those concern-
ing which information should be sought. 
These lands are held for the purpose of farms and actual homes, there being less 
of speculative holdings than will be found, as a rule, in a like body of lands in any 
part of the West. These people have spent too much money in proportion to their 
means upon improvements and have uy this impaired, to a certain extent, their 
ability to pay for the lands. A large proportion-probably a majority of those who 
have paid for their lan<ls-have been able to do so only by borrowing money for 
which they are paying a, high rate of iuterest. 'l'he hope that a rebate of all the 
purchase price of the lands above the appraisement made prior to the sale bas been 
an influence to prevent payment iu some cases. Those most active in their efforts to 
secure such a settlement have clone much to prevent payment in some cases. Those 
most actiYe iu their etl:'orts to secure such a settlement have done what they could 
by argument and personal appeal to dissuade purchasers fi·om making payments, on 
the ground that each 011e who ;yielded to the demand of the Government for payment 
weakened the cause. 
One who talks with people who were present at the sale must necessarily conclude 
that there was much irregularity, if not fraud, connected therewith, as well as wild 
and irresponsible bidding, by reason of which the lauds t:~old were, in a great many 
cases, in excess of their 1·eal value. It was represented at that time that the lands 
would i:Je outained finally at the appraised value, without regard to the prices at 
which they were bid in, and this idea has been fostered and grown until the claim 
for a rebate has come to be regarded as a right, the denial of which would be an act 
of great injustice. 
It is a fact that many of the purchasers, who are still behind in their payments, 
have nothing which they can sell aucl thus procure the money, and are unable to 
borrow su·fficient money on the land itself. Because of this condition of affairs the 
time for paying payments should be extended, even if nothing shall be done in the 
way of a rebate of a part of the purchase price. This can be clone either by extend-
ing the time for the payment of the second, third, and fourth installments for one, 
two, and three years, respectively, from some :fixed <'late, or by refunding the whole 
amount due and dividing it into yearly payments. 
These people have not, perhaps, any claim in law to are duction in the price of these 
lands, nor does their claim for a rebate of the whole purchase price above the 
appraisement :find full support in equity. It is t.rue, however, that because of the 
manner in which the sale was conducted, of the acceptance of irresponsible bids, of 
the excitement at the t,ime, the lands sold for more than they were actually worth 
at that time, by reason of which the Indians realized more than they expected and 
the purchasers found themselves burdened with obligations which could be met only 
under most favorable circumstances. If in view of these facts, and the further fact 
that the right of the Government to declare a forfeiture has been questioned nncl that 
any effort to enforce such declaration may be resisted to the extent of invoking the 
aiel of the courts therein, some plan could be formulated that would, by concessions 
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from both parties, effect a speedy settlement of the whole matter, it would be well 
for all concerned. It wonld seem possible tu find some plan upon the lines of a 
reduction in the price to be paid by deducting from the selling price 25, 40, or 50 per 
cent of the amount in excess of the appraisement, with the express condition, how-
ever, of a forfeiture in case of nonpayment and cancellation of the sale, as provided 
in the act of Congress approved March 3, 1893 (2'7 Stat. L., 568), directing the read-
justment of t hese sales. 
As I have intimated before, any plan adopted should embrace repayment to those 
purchase}.'s who have paid in full, as well as ·those from whom payments yet r emain 
due. 
This would involve the relinquishment by the Indians of a considerable sum of 
money, but it would avoid a long delay in the collection of the amount yet due, and 
also all possibility of tiresome litigation to determine the rights of the parties. The 
Indians would also receive more than their land was actually worth at the time of 
the sale. 
There are many details which have to be considered and arrangP.d that may not 
be properly discussed in this report. 
I submit herewith several communications received by me, with the request that 
they b e brought to your attention. 
Respectfully submitted. 
vV. C. POLLOCK, Chief Indi,an Divisio11. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
EXHIBIT G. 
::\!IEMORANDUM IN THE MATTER OF THE OTOE AND MISSOURIA LANDS. 
These lnnds were sold. in 1883, under the provisions of the act of March 3, 18R1 
(21 Stat. L" 380). The time within which to make deferred payments was extended 
for two years by the act of March 3, 1885 (23 St,at. L., 371), and for ~L further period of 
two years by the act of August 2, 1886 (24 Stat. L., '214). 
By the act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 568), the Secretary of the Interior was 
authorized and directed to revise and adjust, on the principles of equity, the sales 
of these lands, and in his decision, the consent of the Indians having :first been 
obtained, to allow to the purchasers rebates of the amounts paid or agreed to be 
paid by them, such r ebate in no case to exceed the price for which said tracts were 
severally sold in excess of the appraised value; and it was further provided that in 
default of t he payment of the amounts found <lue after deducting such rebates as 
should be allowed, within one year after date of notice thereof by the pnrch ~Lser, 
that the entry of such purchaser so in default should be canceled and the lands 
resold. 
The matter was submitted to the Indians, who refused their consent to any rebate 
or compromise. It was decided afterwards to make a further examination as to the 
condition of t,he lands and the purchasers thereof~ with a view to again submit,ting 
the matter to the Indians with a definite proposition for a settlement of the whole 
matter. The investigation made disclosed the fact that the lands are held as actual 
homes: ancllargely by the original purchasers; that, owing to successive failures of 
crops, these people have no money and no means of realizing money, except by way 
of mortgage on the land itself, with which to pay the amounts yet due. There is 
yet due on these sales about $185,000 principal, and about $100,000 of interest. 
It is strongly contended by the purchasers that they were given to understand by 
Government officials at the time of the sale that the lands would be finally obtained 
at the a,ppraised value thereof, and that because of this understanding there was 
much irresponsible bidding, uy reason of which the lands were sold at a price con-
siderably above their actual value. 'fh ese statements probably have some founda-
tion in fact, and, while the purchasers have probably no claim for a reduction that 
would bold good in a court of law, yet, that the whole matter may be settled speedily, 
it will be better for both parties to make some concessions. · 
We would suggest as a mode of compromise the following: That a rebate of five 
years' interest on the deferred payments be allowed the settlers; that the balance 
due from them be paid in five equal annual installments, without interest, upon the 
express condition that a failure to meet any one of the annual payments shall work 
a forfeiture of the entry. 
We would further suggest that Congress be requested to reimburse the Indians 
one-half the amount thus allowed in rebate. 
Inasmuch as this plan would offer relief to that class of purchasers who are in 
default, and as those who have paid up have done so in the majority of instances by 
borrowing the money for that purpose at a higher rate of interest than the deferred 
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payments have, we believe that Congress should be asked to provide some adequate 
relief for this class also. · 
Respectfully submitted. 
W. C. POLLOCK, 
Chief Indian Division. 
JAMES :F. PARKER, 
Chief Lands and Rail1·oads Division. 
EXHIBIT H. 
BARNSTON, NEBR., June 5, 1896. 
DEAR Sm: On the 3d instant we met the Otoe Indians in council, as per our 
agreement with you in ·washington on May 26. We were successful in getting the 
Indians to accept the proposition. 
On behalf of the Otoe Indians we desire to say that the Indians accepted this 
proposition with the understanding that this money would be collected. They do 
not feel that they should have surrendered or made any concession, but have done 
so, upon the recommendation of the Department and ourselves, to bring it to a 
speedy settlement. 
They desire to know if you could continue your order of last July, so that settlers 
may not be able to claim the option of one year to settle in after the expiration of 
your ninety days. · 
We presume your order wHl read "ninety da.ys from notice," and suppose you will 
notify the original purchaser. He has sold out and left the country, and likely the 
present owner will never receive a notice. Can he come in just as you undertake to 
cancel his entry and claim that he never received notice~ 
Again, some of the original purchasers have sold out their interest to two separate 
persons. One of these purchasers may be willing to pay up and the other may not. 
The General Land Office has refused to accept payment except on the entire purchase. 
Can you arrange so that any part can be paid for, regardless of the purchase ~ Your 
Mr. Pollock investigated this last fall. 
At the expiration of your 11inety days should you :find a few that have not paid out 
and that they are claiming for more time, the Indians desire that the entry shall be 
canceled. However, we will be on the ground at that time; we will be personally 
acquainted with every delinquent and all the conditions surrounding the case, and 
we shall be glad to confer with you at any time should you 1:10 desire. 
ViT e will send in our expense account to you for this trip, hoping that you will 
hurry the matter through as early as possible. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Ron. HOKE SMITH, 
Secretm·y of the Intm·i01·, Washington, D. C. 
0 
1:". M BARNES. 
C. M. WARREN. 
